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ABSTRACT 
The vast hydropower potential available to the world and the environmental and 
ecological problems associated with the current hydropower exploitation technology require a 
fresh approach for sustainable hydropower development. An environmentally friendly 
hydraulic turbine, the updraft free-exit-flow low-head hydropower turbine system, is 
introduced in this study. This new turbine is designed to enhance power plant tailrace water 
quality, to minimize fish injury and mortality in turbine flow passage, to improve turbine 
mechanical performance, and at the same time, to reduce costs and time of hydropower 
development. This study applies the theoretical, experimental, and computational approaches 
to analyze the characteristics and performance of this new turbine and to develop methods for 
improving the hydraulic design of the turbine system components. 
The theoretical component of this study contains the analysis of the characteristics of 
flows in the flow passage of the new turbine based on the fundamental principles of fluid 
dynamics. It analyzes important aspects of turbine flow characteristics such as anti-
gravitational flow, spiral flow, helical flow, energy conversion in the turbine runner, 
meridional flow, inflow velocity moment distribution, and variation of velocity moment in the 
turbine runner. This flow analysis leads to the establishment of a set of principles, criteria, and 
methods for hydraulic design of the new turbine system components. They include mainly the 
approach for designing the divergent runner chamber and other parts of the turbine flow 
passageway, and a two-dimensional method for hydraulic design of the new turbine runner 
blades. A procedure for hydraulic design of the new turbine is also outlined, together with the 
design of a sample prototype turbine. 
Pilot turbine model experiments and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) flow 
analyses are also carried out to investigate the turbine performance and to evaluate and 
optimize the design of the new turbine system. The preliminary model experiment results, 
although only give the performance of the pilot turbine within off-design low-flow operation 
xi 
ranges, clearly indicate the upward increasing trend of turbine performance curves. They also 
serve the purpose of confirming the credibility of the numerical simulation of flows in the 
new turbine flow passage, and intuitively demonstrate the new turbine's capability of 
improving downstream water quality. 
The CFD flow simulations provide us with the distribution of fluid velocity and pressure 
in the flow passage of both the pilot model turbine and the sample prototype turbine. Among 
its other uses, this flow information is used to estimate turbine hydraulic efficiency. For the 
pilot turbine, the numerical flow analyses extend its performance curves obtained in the model 
experiments, identify the initial turbine design insufficiency, and predict the turbine efficiency 
under optimal inflow conditions. The CFD analyses of flows in the sample prototype turbine 
evaluate the validity of the proposed approach for hydraulic design of the new turbine. They 
also identify the potential areas of design deficiency of the sample turbine. Consequently, 
initial design optimization approaches are performed on the sample turbine. The improved 
prototype turbine can reach a hydraulic efficiency of 82.2%. The flow patterns in the improved 
sample turbine are presented. Fish paths in the turbine flow passage are illustrated. 
The break-through in design concept brings many challenges for the new turbine 
development. This study is only considered as a preliminary analysis of this new turbine design 
concept. It can serve as the foundation for further research on this environmentally friendly 





Nature provides humankind with an enormous amount of clean and renewable hydraulic 
energy. As indicated in Table 1.1, the total technically feasible hydropower potential available 
to the world is 1,761,470 MW (or 11,754,920 GWh/year). To generate the same amount of 
electricity, we would need 2936 nuclear power plants of an average size of 600 MW each or 
need to burn an additional 5.6 billion tons of coal each year (based on 1 ton of coal for 2,100 
KWh of electricity). The surveys indicate also that 83.5% of the world hydropower reserve 
exists in countries of the "Developing South" plus the former USSR, with the remaining 16.5% 
in countries of the "Industrial North". While the percentage of developed hydropower capacity 
is over 58% in the "Industrial North", it is merely 10.4% in the "Developing South". It is 
obvious that there is still a huge amount of hydropower potential that could be exploited in the 
world, especially in the developing countries. 
There is an increasing demand of energy in the world, with most of it from the 
developing countries. World energy demand is estimated to nearly double by 2025. Almost all 
of the projected additional energy demand after 2000 will be from the developing countries. As 
the non-renewable fossil energy resources continues to deplete, and commitments on reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, made at the Brazil and Kyoto summits, are being realized, hydro 
power has moved towards the top power development option to meet the increasing energy 
demand (International Water Power and Dam Construction Yearbook, 1999). The World 
Energy Council predicts that worldwide hydro electricity generation will increase from about 
2,000,000 GWh/year in the early 1990s to nearly 5,000,000 GWh/year by 2020 (International 
Water Power and Dam Construction Yearbook, 1998). This offers the hydropower industry a 
? 
Table 1.1 Hydropower potential of the world 
Technically feasible capacity 
Continent GWh/year MW 
Africa 1,522,108.00 260,919.00 
South & Central America 3,933,770.30 276,546.00 
North America 631,713.00 310,058.00 
Asia 4,225,479.25 875,444.74 
Former USSR 603,200.00 n/a 
Europe 760,326.00 23,338.00 
Oceania 78,323.30 17,978.20 
World Totals 11,754,919.85 1,761,469.94 
(Source: International Water Paver and Dam Construction Yearbook, 1997) 
vast growth opportunity. Moreover, it also implies that the hydropower should be exploited in a 
sustainable way to protect environment and ecological balance. 
Compared to other energy resources, hydraulic energy has its intrinsic advantages — it is 
renewable and relatively concentrated. However, it is important to recognize that hydropower 
development is not without drawbacks. In recent years, the hydro industry has come to face 
increasing challenges from a variety of social sectors, especially form environmentalists. The 
current hydropower development technology evolved from the concepts originated over one 
hundred and eighty years ago, when little was known about the need for environmental 
protection and ecological balance. As a consequence, many environmental and ecological 
problems associated with hydropower development have surfaced. The major environmental 
and ecological issues of present hydropower development involve protection of downstream 
water quality and reservoir capacity (from excessive siltation), and problems of migrating fish 
passage and fish injury and mortality. These issues have imposed a large financial and 
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regulatory pressure on the hydro industry. All these challenges necessitate new and innovative 
approaches for hydropower development. 
The new hydroelectricity generation system, Kao turbine, described herein is designed to 
address these issues. It uses an updraft free-exit-flow approach to enhance aeration and to 
eliminate the possibility of cavitation. The former is a well documented water treatment 
technology and can bring significant improvement in downstream water quality. The 
phenomena of cavitation, which involves a sudden drop of pressure across the turbine runner 
from positive magnitude to a large negative pressure, has been cited as one of the principal 
causes for fish injury and mortality as well as a main turbine operation and maintenance 
problem. It is seen that this new turbine system is developed with a full consideration of 
protecting environment and ecological balance. The unique design features of this turbine 
system, which will be described later in this dissertation, will offer us an environmentally 
friendly, economically feasible, and mechanically sound alternative to exploit the hydropower 
resources. 
This new turbine system can be applied in new hydropower development projects as well 
as hydroelectric power plant upgrade and refurbishment. In addition, this system is developed 
with a special consideration of the ease to exploit hydropower in remote regions of developing 
countries. It is believed that the unavailability of primary and processed energy supply is a 
basic cause of poverty in remote areas of developing and underdeveloped regions of the world. 
Furthermore, it has been pointed out that poverty is the main cause and effect of environmental 
degradation in many developing countries (Brundtland 1991). Therefore, it would be prudent to 
help the people in these developing regions, where streams of running water exist, exploit the 
available hydropower resource as an affordable energy supply, and at the same time, preserve 
the environmental integrity. This new low-head hydropower turbine system is designed aiming 
at serving such needs and can be suitably applied to achieve these objectives. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 
This study is considered as a preliminary analysis of the new updraft free-exit-flow low-
head hydropower turbine system. Prior to this study, there is no data or experience about the 
performance of such a turbo machine. The primary objective of this study is to investigate the 
hydraulic and mechanical characteristics of the new turbine system and to use the gathered 
information for design improvement of the overall system. The basic analytical, experimental, 
and numerical approaches for engineering solution seeking are applied in combination to 
accomplish this purpose. 
Another objective of this study is to develop a set of criteria and principles as well as 
procedures for the hydraulic design of the new turbine components. The design criteria and 
principles are proposed based on the fundamentals of the hydrodynamics for turbo machinery, 
and are confirmed through the numerical and experimental analysis of the turbine system. In 
some cases, the criteria and principles are improved through optimization based on numerical 
modeling results. 
Over the course of this study, the environmental mitigation effects associated with the 
new turbine system will be preliminarily assessed. The effects of the updraft turbine system on 
fish injury and mortality are to be investigated initially through the visualization of fish paths in 
the turbine flow passage obtained from numerical flow simulations. Furthermore, the potential 
improvement of downstream water quality by Kao turbine system is to be evaluated through 
physical model experiment observation. 
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents reviews of literature related to this study. The first 
part of this chapter briefly describes the general principles and characteristics of the 
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conventional hydraulic turbines. The second part discusses the environmental issues of the 
conventional hydraulic turbines, which include downstream water quality degradation and fish 
mortality, and various current solutions for these issues. The third part of this chapter reviews 
the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) application in hydropower turbine design. It 
describes the development of CFD for hydraulic machinery applications, the industrial 
application of CFD in design of hydraulic turbines, and the limitations of the CFD 
methodology. 
Chapter 3 gives a general description on the new updraft free-exit-flow hydro-turbine 
system. It delineates the general design of the system, describes the key innovations and 
advantages of the turbine, and discusses the potential tradeoffs associated with the application 
of this new hydroelectricity generation technology. 
Chapter 4 presents the hydraulic analysis and design of the Kao turbine system. It starts 
with the derivation of the fundamental equations for flow analysis in the new turbine flow 
passage. Then, it analyses the general flow characteristics and relevant turbine parameters of 
the new system. This is followed by the hydraulic design of turbine flow passage and runner 
blades. Finally, it outlines a procedure for hydraulic design of Kao turbine, and illustrates the 
design of a sample prototype turbine. 
Chapter 5 describes a physical pilot model experiments for the new updraft turbine unit. 
First, it presents the design of the pilot model turbine unit. Then, it delineates the model 
experiment set-up and procedure. After that, it describes the experiment parameters and their 
measurements. Finally, it discusses the experimental results and observations. 
Chapter 6 analyzes flows in the new updraft turbine flow passage through CFD flow 
simulations. It begins with the description of pertaining features of the Star-CD code, which is 
used as the platform of this numerical flow analysis. This is followed by the flow analyses for 
the pilot model turbine unit. This part includes the description of model creation and 
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specification, formulation for turbine efficiency estimate, comparison of numerical analysis 
results with physical model experimental measurements, extension of the model turbine 
efficiency curves, and prediction of model turbine performance under optimal inflow 
conditions. The next part of this chapter presents the CFD flow analyses for the newly designed 
sample prototype Kao turbine for low-head applications. The flow patterns in the sample 
turbine flow passage are thoroughly investigated. Potential design inefficiencies are identified, 
and initial design optimizations are carried out for the sample Kao turbine. Finally, the 
computational results for the improved turbine under design operation conditions are presented. 
Chapter 7 summarizes this study on the new updraft turbine system. It draws conclusions 
related to the design and performance of the Kao turbine system. It also envisions several 




2.1 A Brief Description of Conventional Hydropower Turbines 
In order to provide a background for understanding of the descriptions and discussions 
about the totally new hydropower turbine system presented later in this dissertation, this 
section gives a brief delineation of the conventional hydraulic turbines. It will present the 
classification of the conventional hydraulic turbines and their system components and 
structure. 
The principal hydraulic turbines can be divided into two categories: impulse turbines and 
reaction turbines. In impulse turbines, water only partially fills the turbine passage. The 
movement of the turbine runner is driven by the kinetic energy of the water. The water is 
exposed to the atmosphere and does not experience change in pressure as it flows through the 
turbine passage. In reaction turbines, water completely fills and continuously flows through the 
turbine passage. Both potential and kinetic energy of the water is used to spin the turbine 
runner. The water pressure at runner outlet is lower than that at runner entrance. 
In modem practice, the most commonly used type of impulse turbines is the Pelton 
turbine. Shown in Figure 2.1(a) is the general structure of this type of turbines. A Pelton 
turbine basically consists of a waterwheel, a power transmission shaft, and one or more 
nozzles. The waterwheel carries multiple numbers of buckets. While most installations use one 
or two nozzles, some recent developments use up to four or six nozzles. Pelton turbines are 
especially suitable for high-head low-flow hydropower sites where the head ranges from 400m 
to about 1500m (Krivchenko 1994). The headwater is transferred through penstokes to the 
nozzles. The needle valve inside the nozzle is adjustable and serves the purpose of regulating 
the flow rate. The high-speed water jet provided by the nozzle strikes the buckets and spins the 
waterwheel of the turbine. The mechanical energy of the shaft due to its rotation is converted 
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into electrical energy by the generator. Since at a given moment, only a small number of 
buckets are in use to generate power, a Pelton turbine is larger in runner diameter, compared 
with a reaction turbine with the same rated power. 
The reaction turbines can be further divided into two sub-categories: Francis turbines and 
axial-flow turbines. As shown in Figure 2.1(b), water enters and leaves the turbine runner in 
different directions in Francis turbines. According to these flow directions, Francis turbines can 
be further divided into radial-flow and mixed-flow types. In a radial-flow turbine, water enters 
the runner in a radial inward direction, and leaves the runner in an angled downward direction. 
In a mixed-flow turbine, water enters and leaves the runner in an angled downward direction. 
A Francis runner usually has more that ten blades, and the blades are usually fixed. The radial-
flow turbines are suitable for middle- to high-head low-flow applications with the head ranging 
from 40m to 700m. The mixed-flow turbines are suitable for middle-head mid-flow application 
where the head varies form 40m to 200m. Although in general the blades of Francis runners are 
fixed, recently a mixed-flow adjustable-blade type of turbines has been developed and applied 
in the field. The adjustable blades of the runner can give the turbine a broader optimal 
operation range. 
The axial-flow turbines include propeller turbines, Kaplan turbines and bulb turbines. As 
shown in Figure 2.1(c), propeller and Kaplan turbines are both vertical-shaft, with fixed runner 
blades for the propeller turbines and adjustable runner blades for the Kaplan turbines. Bulb 
turbines, as shown in Figure 2.1(d), are horizontal-shaft and usually have adjustable runner 
blades. The number of blades for an axial-flow runner is generally within the range of 4 to 6. 
Propeller and the Kaplan turbines are suitable for the low- to middle-head (10 ~ 80m) and 
relatively large flow hydropower sites. Bulb turbines are suitable for the very low head (less 
than 20m) and large flow applications. The use of the combination of wicket gates and 
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adjustable blade to regulate the flow in Kaplan and bulb turbines enable them to have broader 
high efficiency operation ranges. 
In all reaction turbines, water is transferred from upstream reservoir to tailrace through a 
closed conduit. The intake pipe or channel withdraws water from upstream reservoir. The 
spiral case, stay vanes, and wicket gates (only the wicket gates for bulb turbines) follows the 
intake pipe to regulate the flow. After the water energy is extracted by the runner, the 
exhausted water flows through a divergent draft tube to the tailrace. The draft tube is used to 
maximize the utilization of the energy of the water, which still contains a considerable amount 
of kinetic energy after flowing through a usually convergent turbine runner passage. 
(a) Pelton turbines (b) Francis turbines 
(c) Propeller and Kaplan turbines (d) Bulb turbines 
Figure 2.1 Conventional hydropower turbines 
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2.2 Environmental Issues of Conventional Hydropower Turbines 
2.2.1 General 
The hydropower turbines harness the nature's renewable hydro energy which is provided 
by the endless hydrological cycle. A hydroelectric generation unit emits little, if any, 
greenhouse gases, and of course has no harmful radioactive residuals. In this sense, the 
hydropower turbines are already cleaner than turbines running on other energy sources such as 
fossil and nuclear. However, it is important for us to be aware of the possible environmental 
problems associated with the hydraulic turbines. By conquering these problems, the 
hydroelectric generation technology can become a more environmentally friendly and 
attractive alternative for supplying energy for our modem society. 
Generally, Pelton turbines have less significant environmental impact associated with 
their applications. The conventional reaction turbines, on the other hand, have been attacked by 
environmentalists for their destruction on environment and ecological balance in the past 
decades. Although they have nowadays reached an advanced state with peak operating 
efficiency being more than 90%, their designs are based on the basic development concept 
originating more than 100 years ago when little was known about the environmental 
consequences of hydropower projects. The environmental issues of the conventional reaction 
turbines are related to some of their common design and operation features which are 
summarized as follows (Kao and Gu 1997). 
1. Using downward, inclined, or in some low head applications, horizontal turbine flow 
passage. 
2. Applying stay vanes and wicket gates to regulate the incoming flow. 
3. Adopting a draft tube and discharging the water from a submerged exit. 
These features require the conventional reaction turbines to have many in-stream 
obstacles and make the water flow through a closed conduit from upstream reservoir to 
downstream tailrace. Consequently, the installation of hydraulic turbines and the building of 
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dams can cause two major environmental problems: degradation of downstream water quality 
and fish injury and mortality (Ferguson 1993; Bohac et al. 1991; Taft et al. 1983). 
2.2.2 Degradation of Downstream Water Quality 
The installations of hydroelectric generation units often require dams to be built to 
impound the water and to raise the water head. Impoundment of large volume of water behind 
dams can cause considerable water quality deterioration. As pointed out in many research 
works on lake/reservoir water quality analysis, temperature and dissolved oxygen stratification 
often takes place in the upstream reservoir of a dam and causes low dissolved oxygen 
concentration at the lower level of the reservoir (Vesilind et al. 1990; Wunderlich 1971). 
Furthermore, depending on the local conditions, the decomposition of deposited organic 
materials near the bottom of the reservoir can further deplete the dissolved oxygen and produce 
unwanted gases such as nitrite and nitrogen. To insure that the hydropower plants can operate 
within an acceptable range of reservoir level, the entrance of the turbine intake is usually 
placed blow the hypolimnion depth of the reservoir where the water quality can have been 
severely deteriorated (Daniil et al. 1991). The conventional reaction turbines allow this low-
quality water to be transferred to tailwater through a confined conduit. This turbine operational 
pattern can result in deterioration of downstream water quality and can adversely affect 
downstream aquatic ecological system. 
To increase the content of dissolved oxygen in downstream channels, a variety of 
alternatives have been proposed and some of them have been tested in laboratory or in the 
field. In general, all the alternatives approach the problem by trying to increase air 
concentration in the water at one of the following locations: in the reservoir, in the downstream 
channel, or in the turbine system flow passage. A well-known reservoir water treatment 
method is to install mechanical devices such as agitators, submerged jets, etc. to break up the 
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reservoir stratification (Vandermeulen 1992; Stefen and Gu 1991; Henderson 1981). This 
method can cause substantial air entrainment and turbulent mixing in the reservoir; however, 
the agitator system is expensive to operate because of the high energy consumption. Another 
reservoir water quality improvement method uses air diffuser systems such as air injection and 
bubble plumes to increase air content through the air/water interface exchange (Mobley 1997; 
Burris and Little 1997; Schladow 1993; Schladow and Patterson 1991; Kranenburg 1979). 
While this method can be applied in small reservoirs, its application to large reservoir has not 
been found because the system is expensive to install and to operate. In addition, the air/water 
interface exchange efficiency depends on the local physical and chemical conditions (Broome 
1991). The above-mentioned methods can also be applied at the downstream channels to 
increase the dissolved oxygen content (Price and Meyer 1990). In addition, literature search 
also found that weir or spillway aeration can also be used in the taiirace water to improve 
downstream water quality by sacrificing a portion of hydraulic head which could otherwise be 
utilized to generate electrical power (Hendricks 1997; Wahl and Young 1995). 
A representative approach of treating water in turbine system flow passage is the auto-
venting hydroturbines designed and tested by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 
(Thompson and Gulliver 1993; March and Waldrop 1991; March et al. 1991). The 
fundamental working principle of the auto-venting turbines is to take the advantage of the 
natural negative pressure zone near the exit of the conventional turbine runners to aspire and to 
mix air into the taiirace water. Recent development on the auto-venting turbines includes the 
study on the performance of different designs of hub baffles and vacuum breaker bypass 
conduits to increase the oxygen uptake efficiency (Carter 1995) and to integrate aeration 
objectives with the turbine design (Hopping et ai 1997). Although significant theoretical 
advances and substantial field experience have been achieved on the auto-venting turbines, this 
technology is yet considered to be at its matured stage. Other methods to increase air 
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concentration in turbine flow passage include turbine air injection, draft tube aeration, and the 
gloryhole approach (Quigley et al. 1975; Sheppard et al. 1981; Sheppard and Miller 1982; 
Broome 1991). The gloryhole method uses a conical funnel supported by a floating platform 
and connected to the turbine intakes to withdraw water from the oxygen-rich upper level of the 
reservoir. Although the author claimed it as a simple and inexpensive alternative, it was only 
presented as a conceptual design. 
2.2.3 Fish Mortality 
Hydropower turbine systems designed without giving adequate consideration to the 
behavior of migrating fish can become dangerous obstacles for them to pass. The issue of fish 
survivability has become an important priority to hydraulic turbine designers and operators. In 
recent years, a variety of mitigation methods have been proposed or applied to minimize fish 
injury and mortality due to the installation of hydroelectric generation units. These mitigation 
methods fall in two broad categories. One category approaches the problem by diverting fish 
away from the turbine flow intake. This type of methods includes using stationary or traveling 
screens to divert or using strobe lights to attract fish into a bypass conduit or a collecting well, 
where they will be caught and transported to downstream locations (Cohen 1987; Liston et al. 
1994; Cook et al. 1993; Pearce and Randall 1991; Jacpob et al. 1987; Ta A et al. 1995). The 
other category reduces fish mortality by designing fish-friendly turbines, which is receiving 
more and more research attention. 
Effective fish-friendly turbine design requires a comprehensive understanding on turbine 
flow details, causes of fish injury and mortality, and fish behavior in turbine flow passageway. 
Among these aspects, the causes of fish injury and mortality in turbine flow passage need to be 
identified first to provide initial information for fish-friendly turbine design. Literature search 
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found the following factors are responsible for fish injury and mortality in hydraulic turbine 
flow passage. 
Mechanical Actions. Fish can be injured or killed in turbine flow passage due to the 
mechanical actions such as abrasion, grinding, and strike (USAGE 1995). Abrasion injury can 
occurs when fish rub against a turbine component or objects in the flow field. Grinding damage 
happens when a fish is drawn in small clearances within the turbine passage. Strike injury 
refers to the damage to fish due to their collision with turbine system components. The 
possibility of fish injury and mortality due to the mechanical causes are related to the factors 
such as flow conditions, blade number, blade spacing, number of in-stream components, size of 
the clearances, fish size, etc. (Odeh 1999). 
Pressure Field. Rapid pressure change can cause internal damage to fish. Tsvetkov et al. 
(1972) pointed out that pressure decreases are more harmful to fish than are pressure increases, 
and that pressure-related mortality is due to injury to the swim bladder from decompression. 
The rate of fish mortality due to pressure depends on the pressure gradient and the type of fish 
(Odeh 1999). A very detrimental pressure-related flow phenomenon in hydraulic turbine is 
cavitation, which normally occurs when local pressure in the water drops to or below vapor 
pressure. Bubbles are formed due to cavitation. These bubbles grow within the vapor pressure 
zone and then become unstable and collapse in the higher pressure areas. Sometimes the 
collapse of the bubbles is so violent that it can damage the solid surface of turbine system 
components (Arakeri 1997). Hence, it is easy to recognize that the instantaneous pressure 
change associated with cavitation and the high-pressure shock waves and the high-velocity 
micro jets due to the bubble collapse are lethal attacks to fish in the cavitation zone. 
Turbulent Shear Stress. Shear stresses in the flow field are attributed to the rate of the 
deformation of fluid. Flow analysis indicates that the highest shear stresses are present close to 
the interface between the flow and the solid objects such as the blade leading edges, stay vanes, 
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and wicket gates (Franke et al. 1997). Fish can be injured or even be killed when they pass 
these dangerous zones within the turbine. Fish injuries due to turbulent shear stresses depend 
on fish species, size, and the manner they enter the shear zone (USAGE 1995). 
Oxygen deficiency. The large dissolved oxygen deficit and oversaturation of nitrogen in 
the water inside the turbine passage and in the downstream channel can also result in fish 
mortality (Scott and Yeager 1997; Barton and Taylor 1996; Beiningen and Ebel 1970). The 
degradation of water quality can greatly reduce fish population in downstream channels. 
To simulate the development of technology to minimize fish mortality and to increase 
dissolved oxygen concentration in downstream water, The U.S. Department of Energy, Electric 
Power Research Institute, and the Hydropower Research Foundation created the Advanced 
Hydropower Turbine System Program (Brookshier et al. 1995). The objective of this program 
is to develop new hydropower turbine design that would minimize fish mortality and injury, 
maintain adequate water quality, and produce hydroelectricity efficiently. As a part of this 
program, Alden Research Laboratory, Inc. and Northern Research and Engineering 
Corporation develops a conceptual design of a new turbine which uses two long turbine blades 
to provide a fish-friendly turbine flow passage (Odeh 1999; Hecker et al. 1997); a team led by 
Voith Hydro, Inc. proposed a series of methods to improve the existing runner designs (Odeh 
1999; Fisher and Roth 1995). The development of hydropower in the past decades is also 
recognized by the hydro industry's willingness to incorporate the environmental and ecological 
considerations into power plant operations. In 1987, Tennessee Valley Authority authorized a 
comprehensive review of reservoir operating priorities, which resulted in a five-year, $50 
million program to improve the quantity and quality of releases from 20 dams in the Tennessee 
Valley (Higgins and Brock 1999). Nowadays, the environmental and ecological management 
has become an integrated part of reservoir and power system operations (Alavian 1993). 
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2.3 CFD Application in Hydropower Turbines 
The development of the high-speed computer and the evolution of the computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) have had a great influence on the engineering design and analysis of the 
turbo machinery. In the past decades, permitted by the increase in the capability of coping with 
complex geometry and complex flows and reduction in computational time and costs, the CFD 
methodology has emerged to become an efficient approach for collecting information to 
improve engineering design of turbo machinery (Tannehill, Anderson and Fletcher, 1997). 
Compared with the theoretical approach to solve fluid flow problems, the CFD approach has 
the advantage that it can provide a solution for a much more complex problem. With the 
tremendous increase in the computer speed and the decrease in the cost of computer resources, 
the CFD approach can bypass the high costs that are often associated with the experimental 
approach, and can solve the problem in a shorter time period. Although the CFD approach has 
not reached or may not reach a state that it can invalidate the traditional theoretical and 
experimental approaches, it does provide us with valuable information for understanding the 
complicated fluid flows in the turbo machinery and help to optimize the design and to improve 
the performance of the machines. 
2.3.1 Development of CFD for Hydraulic Machinery Applications 
Tannehill, Anderson, and Fletcher (1997) gave a chronological review on the history of 
CFD development. This review presents many important milestones in the CFD history which 
include the significant numerical schemes and other aspects of CFD such as the stability and 
convergence analysis. The CFD technology has reached a matured stage in some aspects and 
has been widely used to analyze flows in turbo machinery. Hirsch (1994) presented a 
comprehensive review on various aspects of CFD application in turbo machinery flows. This 
review covers the CFD methodology, accuracy of schemes and grid dependence, turbulence 
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models, and code validations. The author reviewed the performance of various numerical 
schemes using the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations as the basic physical model. 
He concluded that CFD is capable of predicting complex three-dimensional flows in 
turbomachinery but is still inadequate to represent the fine details of the real turbomachinery 
flows due to the limitations of physical models and computer resources. 
Wu (1952) presented a general theory of three-dimensional flows in turbomachinery. 
This theory approximates the turbomachinery flows by a combination of mathematically two-
dimensional flows on two different kinds of relative stream surface. The first kind of relative 
stream surface, Si, is the blade-to-blade surface in the 0, z plane; and the second kind of 
relative stream surface, S?, is the meridional surface in the r, z plane. Based on the spirit of this 
theory, a number of quasi-three-dimensional numerical models have been developed for the 
computation of flows in turbomachines. Novak et al. (1977) demonstrated a system consisting 
of two coordinated computer programs, one for each of the relative stream surfaces. Starting 
with the meridional flow computation, these two programs run one after another in an iteration 
process to calculate the flows in turbine flow passage. The interaction between 5/- and Sj-
solutions were taken into account in the works of Hirsch et al. (1979) and Krimerman et al. 
(1978). Keck et al. (1982) used a finite element method with the Gauss-point concept for the 
calculation of velocities to improve the accuracy of a quasi-three-dimensional model. Jermann 
et al. (1985) presented another quasi-three-dimensional numerical model which addresses both 
direct (or post-design) and indirect (or pseudo-inverse) problems. 
A quasi-three-dimensional solution ignores the variations of flow parameters in the 
direction normal to the stream surfaces; therefore, it is only an approximate solution for the 
fully three-dimensional flows in turbomachinery. The error associated with a quasi-three-
dimensional solution can be evaluated by comparing with a flow solution taking into account 
the "third" two-dimensional effects or with a fully three-dimensional solution. Agarwal et al. 
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(1981) proposed a method of obtaining and evaluating the three-dimensional effect on a system 
of hydraulic machine blades by analyzing the velocity distributions on surfaces perpendicular 
to the mean axisymmetric stream surfaces. A numerical method of solving the integral 
equations and a few numerical examples were also given in this literature. This works is known 
as the study of the "third" two-dimensional problem of three-dimensional turbomachinery 
flows. The comparison between the quasi-three-dimensional solution and the fully three-
dimensional solution was given in the works of Gode and Pestalozzi (1987) and Graf (1993). 
They both suggested that fully three-dimensional models are necessary for achieving good 
numerical representation of fluid flows in turbomachines. 
A number of researchers have contributed to the improvement of CFD analysis of 
complex flows in a turbomachine flow passage. These efforts include fully three-dimensional 
formulation, vorticity and viscosity incorporation, turbulence modeling, interaction between 
different machine components, unsteady flow consideration, and convergence acceleration. 
Using a Galerkin finite element analysis, Holmes and McNABB (1982) developed a fully 
three-dimensional model based on the assumption of potential flow. The model was used to 
analyze the flows and to reduce the cavitation problem in a Francis turbine runner. Another 
three-dimensional potential flow model was given in the work of Guindehi et al. (1982), which 
was applied to calculate the flow in a spiral case and a radial cascade of stay vanes. Although 
these model can give a good representation of flows in turbomachinery under ideal flow 
condition, the irrotational flow assumption in the potential flow theory makes these models not 
suitable for analyzing turbine flows at off-design operating points. A better solution was given 
in Gode and Ryhming (1987) and Gode et al. (1990) which are based on a three-dimensional 
Euler formulation of flow equations. These works also presented the performance of the model 
on computing the flow in a Francis runner and on simulating flow through an entire Kaplan 
turbine passage from inlet of the stay vane ring until outlet of the draft tube. Euler codes can 
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account for the effects of vorticity, which commonly exists in turbomachinery flows, especially 
at off-design points. The time marching approach for solving the Euler equations generally 
requires a small time step due to the lack of error damping. This implies that more computation 
time is needed to obtain the steady-state solution. 
In the past decade, the effects of viscosity and turbulence have been incorporated into the 
CFD analysis of turbomachinery flows. Vu and Shyy (1990) proposed a viscous flow analysis 
based on the fully Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the k-e turbulence model. 
It was successfully applied to predict turbulent flow characteristics and energy losses in 
different hydraulic turbine components. Based on MacCormack's predictor-corrector explicit 
finite volume method, Song and Chen (1991) developed a three-dimensional numerical scheme 
for flow computation in a Francis turbine runner. The Smagrinsky's subgrid-scale turbulence 
model was used to close the equations. This work indicated that computational results are 
reasonable by comparing with previous calculations and experimental data. Based on a finite 
element stabilized Petrov - Galerkin formulation, Borello et al. (1997) presented a 
computational analysis for three-dimensional fluid dynamics in turbomachinery. Both standard 
and nonlinear versions of the k-e turbulence closure were used and their differences were 
illustrated. Other successful turbulent flow models for turbomachinery can also be found in 
Arakawa et al. (1991) and Arakawa (1996). Qian and Arakawa (1998) pointed out that the 
turbulent three-dimensional numerical models are capable of analyzing the performance of a 
hydraulic turbine under design and off-design conditions. The numerical models can estimate 
some complex flow such as channel vertex, tip clearance, swirl flow, secondary flow, and 
cavitation phenomena. 
The majority of the CFD models for turbomachinery flow analysis are based on the 
assumption that the flow is steady-state. The assumption is valid in general for the investigation 
of overall flow characteristics in the turbine passage at design operating points. Such a model 
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can provide us with information for improving the performance of the hydraulic turbines with 
affordable computer resources. However, turbomachinery flows are unsteady in nature due to 
the interaction between the rotating parts and the stationary parts and the presence of vortices 
and cavitation. The unsteady effects become predominant when the machines are operating at 
off-design points. They deserve more research in order to better our understanding on the real 
flows in turbomachines and to improve the design of the machine components. 
Recently, a few research works addressing the unsteady flow in turbomachinery have 
been reported in literature. Qian and Arakawa (1998) pointed out that the most formidable 
difficulty with unsteady state flow computation is the treatment of the spatial sliding interface 
interaction between the rotational frame and the stationary frame. Qian et al. (1994) proposed 
an average and interpolation method to approximately solve the viscous flow in the spatial 
sliding interface. Qian and Arakawa (1998) developed a multiple channel unsteady method to 
capture the rotor-stator interaction with wake influence in the spatial sliding interface. This 
literature also reports the computation of unsteady flow in a pump-turbine using the multiple 
channel unsteady method. Kruyt (1999) presented a numerical model based on the potential 
flow assumption and a superelement method for the computation of unsteady, three-
dimensional flows in hydraulic pumps and turbines. The model was used to compute the 
unsteady flow in an industrial mixed-flow pump. The results reveal the unsteady flow 
phenomena in the pump. However, little discrepancy in the computed overall performance of 
the pump was observed between the steady-state simulation and the unsteady-state 
computation. 
The accuracy of the CFD simulation of turbomachinery flows depends on the grid 
resolution. Fine elements or cells are required to achieve a good numerical representation of 
fluid flows in turbomachines, which, in consequence, demands more computation efforts and 
resources. The convergence speed is one of the critical properties of numerical models. Several 
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techniques can be used to accelerate the convergence of the solution. Explicit methods with 
local time stepping and unconditionally stable implicit methods can be used to make the 
solution converge more quickly. However, the implicit methods require efficient solvers for the 
system of algebraic equations, which is an area of current research. Hirsch (1994) pointed out 
that the multigrid method is currently the most general and most efficient convergence 
acceleration technique. The multigrid method can eliminate the low frequency errors of the 
numerical solution and make the boundary information propagate into the inner region more 
quickly. In a multigrid method, numerical operations are performed in a cycle, which starts 
from the finest mesh, goes down to the coarsest mesh level by level, and then goes up to the 
finest mesh again. During the go-down course, residual is injected onto a lower level from its 
upper level. During the go-up course, corrections to the solution are interpolated onto a finer 
mesh level from its lower level. This efficient method was applied in the works of Amone et al. 
(1991) and Amone (1993) to calculate the three-dimensional viscous flows in turbomachinery. 
Lin (1996) developed a multigrid-based numerical method for flow computation in hydraulic 
turbines. The basic physics of the model was the three-dimensional RANS equations with the 
low-Reynolds-number k-a model. The equations were solved by marching in time using a 
pointwise implicit Runge-Kutta scheme with multigrid method, local time stepping, and 
implicit residual smoothing. Verification of the method was also reported in this work. The 
method was further extended to the computation of flows in a Kaplan turbine. 
2.3.2 The Industrial Application of CFD in the Design of Hydraulic Turbines 
The continuous advance in computational methods has offered hydroturbine designers a 
state-of-the-art technology for the design of turbine components. In the last two decades, the 
CFD technology has become an integrated part of the engineering design of hydraulic turbines. 
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Casey (1994) described that the attractiveness of the CFD technology is attributed to the 
following advantages associated with this advanced numerical methodology itself. 
1. The turbomachinery flows can be more accurately predicted. This allows designers to 
explore more design alternatives, which would otherwise be too time-consuming or are 
outside the range of previous experience. 
2. The application of CFD in hydraulic design enables designers to have better control on 
the flow behavior. Higher turbine loadings and flow capacity can be achieved without 
causing detrimental flow phenomena such as flow separation, cavitation and choking. 
In consequence, the size and therefore the cost of the turbine can be reduced. 
3. The modern computer visualization of flow fields helps the turbine designer understand 
the flow in turbine passages better. The intuitive representation of the flow fields makes 
the potential problems of the design easily identified. This can reduce the 
hydrodynamics losses and improve the performance of the turbine system. 
4. The numerical rigs can reduce the turbine development time and costs. In some 
circumstances, the numerical simulation is satisfactory and can replace the model 
experiment, which is costly and time consuming. 
The wide application of the CFD technology in industry has revolutionized the design of 
hydraulic turbines. The modern method for the hydraulic design of turbine system aims at the 
entire performance of the turbine system and takes the geometry design of the turbine 
components, three-dimensional flow analysis in turbine passage, and stress analysis of the 
turbine components into an integrated system. As shown in Figure 2.2, the design procedure 
starts with the specification of design parameters, and is followed by iterations of design and 
analysis. For the turbine geometry design, the computer-aided design (CAD) technology can be 
applied. The CAD subsystem relies on a set of matured hydraulic design methods for 
hydroturbines. It takes the design parameters as its input and produces the geometry for the 
turbine components. It can also receive the feedback from the later stages of the design method 
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CFD flow field computation 
CAD turbine geometry design 
FEA stress analysis 
Specification of design parameters 
Figure 2.2 Modem turbine design method system 
system and modify the geometry of the turbine components. The produced geometry of the 
turbine system is fed to the CFD flow simulation subsystem to analyze the flow in the turbine 
passage. 
The various CFD models described in the previous section can be applied as the core of 
the CFD flow simulation subsystem. For a sophisticated turbine system, the three-dimensional 
viscous RANS with appropriated turbulence closure, which can represent the real flows in 
turbomachines, is popularly used. At this stage, the flow field is assessed and geometry 
modification information will be sent back the CAD stage if there is any potential problem 
about the fluid flow. With the pressure distribution obtained from the CFD analysis, the blade 
loading calculation and stress analysis can be performed. Here, the finite element analysis can 
be applied. The task of this stage is to provide information for the structure design of the 
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turbine components, and to assure that the blade strength and load balancing requirements are 
satisfied. This stage also interacts with the CAD stage until satisfactory stress distribution has 
been achieved 
To facilitate the application of CFD technology in the design of fluid-handling machines, 
several sound commercial CFD codes have been developed and widely used in industry. The 
popular commercial CFD codes include StarCD™ developed by Computational Dynamics Ltd. 
in Britain, FLUENT™ by Fluent Inc., and TASCflow™ by AEA Corporation in Canada. All 
these codes are based on the physical model of RANS equations with appropriate turbulence 
closure. They provide the function to accommodate the sliding interface between the rotating 
parts and the stationary parts of the turbomachinery. Collaborating with the powerful computer 
software packages for grid generation and post-processing, the CFD codes can become a very 
useful tool to the turbine designers. Keck et al. (1997) reported a CFD software package 
developed by Sulzer Hydro which aims specifically at the design of hydraulic turbine systems. 
This advanced package can simulate the three-dimensional turbulent flow in a complete water 
turbine passage which starts at the entrance of the spiral case and ends at the exit of the draft 
tube. This feature has the advantage that the interface between adjacent turbine components 
can be automatically taken care of. The authors claimed this package can also well reproduce 
the flow patterns at off-design operating points, so it can be used to generate a complete turbine 
hill chart. 
Many successful stories about using the CFD technology in the turbine design can be 
found in literature. Goede et al. (1991) described the application of CFD simulation for the 
hydraulic design and development of a propeller replacement runner. Goede et al. (1993) 
presented a case of using numerical test rig to help the design of a Francis turbine runner and a 
pumpturbine. The authors concluded that in all these cases the application of CFD technology 
in the design can increase the turbine output power and the peak efficiency. Henau et al. (1997) 
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gave an example of using the CFD tools to optimize the design of a Francis turbine distributor. 
Yang et al. (1998) described the application of CFD simulation to design the X-blade runner 
for the Three-Gorge Dam project in China. In this work, the CFD simulation was a great help 
to achieve a better blade load balancing. It is seen that CFD is an efficient tool to improve the 
performance of the machines in both new turbine development and turbine upgrading and 
rehabilitation. 
2.3.3 Limitations of the CFD Methodology 
Every engineering design method has its limitations. It is important for the designers to 
be aware of these limitations, and the sources of error and accuracy of the method. Otherwise, 
it could lead to wrong products when the design method is applied outside its applicability 
ranges. Coleman and Stem (1997) pointed out that the sources of error associated with CFD 
flow analysis can be divided into two broad categories: modeling errors and numerical errors. 
The modeling error category includes errors due to the assumptions and approximations 
in the mathematical representation of the physical process and errors due to the incorporation 
of the empirical data into the model. The latter type of errors is caused by the uncertainties in 
the empirical coefficients in the model such as the "constants" for the turbulence model. This 
source of errors becomes less significant as more experimental data are taken with more 
advanced measuring methods and tools. Furthermore, the type of errors can be greatly reduced 
by calibrating the empirical coefficients using prototyping. In the prototyping process, a 
smaller problem of which the experimental data are available is computed, and the empirical 
coefficients are calibrated by comparing the simulation results with experimental 
measurements. The calibrated coefficients are then applied to solve a class of similar problems. 
The former type of modeling errors is related to the mathematical equations, geometry, 
boundary conditions, and turbulence models. It is obvious that the simplification of 
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mathematical equations and geometry of the computational domain and the deviation of 
boundary conditions from the actual flow pattern can cause system errors in the CFD 
simulation. Among all this sources, the most challenging one is the one that is related to 
turbulence models. None of the currently known turbulence models has universal validity. 
They all have limitations. Presently, the most commonly used turbulence model in turbine 
design applications is probably the two equation k-e model. This model is suitable for the 
simulation of high-Reynolds-number flows such as the main stream flow in turbine passage. 
However, it is inadequate for predicting turbulence characteristics in the near-wall regions, and 
has a poor performance in the regions with a high adverse pressure gradient, which can be 
found in highly loaded turbine blades. In such a situation, a conventional mixing length model 
is used in the near-wall regions to improve the accuracy of turbulence prediction (Rhie et al. 
1993). 
The numerical errors include computer round-off errors and errors due to the numerical 
schemes which includes the aspects such as discretization, grid density and orthogonality, 
artificial dissipation, and convergence (Casey 1994). The most discussion worthwhile aspect is 
the grid density, i.e., the grid dependency of CFD simulations. It is obvious that the finer the 
grid the better the prediction of flow patterns. However, there is a tradeoff between the 
accuracy of the prediction and the costs and time of the simulation. The designers must seek a 
balance between these two contradicting factors. In current general industrial uses, the 
simulation is performed on a grid that is too coarse for the solution to be considered as grid 
independent. Casey (1994) points out that "The objective is usually to design a good 
turbomachine and not to generate the best CFD computation!" Hirsch (1994) showed that a 
level of fine grid with 200,000 to 300,000 points may still not adequate to achieve grid 
independence and to provide quantitative information about all details of the flow. He also 
mentioned that a coarse mesh of the order of 50,000 to 100,000 is adequate for a three-
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dimensional turbulent Navier Stokes flow simulation with the main objective of identifying 
general trends on global quantities. 
With all the above-mentioned limitations, the numerical test rigs at the current 
development stage have not been able to achieve the same accuracy of the physical test rigs. 
The CFD technology can provide us with information on the global flow quantities such as 
velocity distribution, pressure distribution, shear stresses, vortices, and turbulence kinetic 
energy. It can be used to help us understand the mechanism of flow separation, wake, 
cavitation, and tip clearance. It is a useful tool for comparing design alternatives and for 
identifying potential undesirable flow phenomena and for optimizing the turbine design. 
However, one must be careful when considering completely replacing model experiment with 
CFD simulation. Goede (1991) pointed out that currently the CFD flow analysis can take the 
place of traditional model experiment only in small projects in which the model experiment 
cannot be justified. In large projects in which the experiment can be justified, a physical model 
and numerical simulation should be used in a complementary way to investigate the 
performance of the turbine system. 
CFD is a state-of-the-art technology and is currently undergoing rapid development. 
Douglass and Ramshaw (1994) identified some of the future research directions in CFD which 
include the code robustness, complex flows of complex fluids, and grid resolution and 
numerical errors. To be specific, the authors identified the needs such as efficient implicit 
methods, better physical models, ways of obtaining accurate solution on coarse grids, and high 
performance computing in CFD. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DESCRIPTION OF THE UPDRAFT 
FREE-EXIT-FLOW HYDROPOWER TURBINE SYSTEM 
3.1 Générai 
The new hydropower turbine system is developed from a perspective of protecting 
environment, preserving ecological balance, as well as reducing costs and improving turbine 
functional performance (Kao 1985). Shown in Figure 3.1 is the conceptual design of the new 
hydroturbine system. The turbine is designed as a vertical-shaft hydraulic turbomachine. The 
major components of the system include a spiral case, stay vanes, a needle valve, a divergent 
runner chamber, a runner, and a transmission shaft. The rotating parts of the turbine system are 
the runner and the transmission shaft only. The needle valve can move up and down along the 
center shaft as the pressure of the hydraulic fluid in the enclosed cavity below the needle valve 
changes. The movement of the needle valve can control the flow rate delivered to the runner 
and regulate the kinematics of the incoming fluid. 
Except the transmission shaft, all other turbine components are submerged or partially 
submerged in the taiirace water. The turbine is vertically mounted to the foundation plate of the 
hydroelectric power plant at its base. A separate fluid supplying system is connected to the 
cavity beneath the needle valve. Rubber O-ring seals are installed on the center shaft and the 
outer cylindrical surfaces of the needle valve to prevent the oil from contaminating the river 
flows. In field applications, water could be used in place of the oil for the needle valve 
operation. 
The upper portion of the needle valve and the outer wall of turbine passage form a fluid 
guiding device to guide the water to flow through the runner in an upward direction. As known 
from the fundamentals of fluid mechanics for turbo machinery, the total hydro energy available 
to a turbine is determined by the rate of through-flow discharge and the head difference 
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between the entrance and the exit of the turbine. In this energy conversion process, it is 
immaterial in which direction the water flows through the turbine unit. Therefore, with the 
turbine components being properly designed, it is reasonable to expect the new turbine system 
to have a comparable mechanical performance as the conventional hydroelectric generation 
systems. More importantly, this unique flow arrangement and other innovations of the new 
turbine system, as will be described in the following section of this chapter, make it more 
environmentally friendly, mechanically efficient, and economically sound. 
3.2 Key Innovations of the New System 
3.2.1 Vertical Upward Flow Direction 
The first key innovation of the new turbine system is the application of a vertical upward 
flow passage arrangement. Unlike the conventional hydroturbines in which water generally 
flows through the runner in a downward or horizontal direction, the new system directs the 
water to flow through the runner in an upward direction which is allowed by the application of 
this unique flow passage arrangement. By directing the water to flow upward, the hydraulic 
thrust, which is approximately equal to the hydrostatic pressure times the horizontal projection 
Figure 3.1 Conceptual design of the new hydroturbine system 
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area of the turbine runner, acts in the opposite direction of the gravitational field. In this way, 
the weight of the runner-generator unit is partially supported by the upward pressure force. 
Thus the dynamic stress on the thrust bearing and the transmission shaft and the load on the 
powerhouse support structure are substantially reduced. This will lower the strength 
requirements for the thrust bearing and the powerhouse support structure and allow for the use 
of smaller torque transmission shaft. All these and other related advantages can be translated 
into smaller initial capital investment. 
3.2.2 Free Open-exit-flow Discharge 
The second key innovation of the new system is the adoption of a free open-exit-flow 
discharge arrangement. This special discharge arrangement enables the water to leave the 
turbine unit in a form of free water flush. As the flush plunges into the taiirace water, it 
enhances the natural aeration process, air entrainment, and turbulent mixing for both adsorption 
to increase dissolved oxygen and desorption to strip away the possible over-saturated nitrogen. 
As reviewed in Section 2.2, to increase the dissolved oxygen level of the taiirace water, the 
conventional hydroturbine systems use some costly add-on devices. This unique feature of the 
new turbine system eliminates the necessity of their usage. The free open-exit-flow discharge 
arrangement can lead to significant improvement of water quality in the downstream channel, 
and help solve the problem of downstream water quality degradation due to the installation of 
hydropower turbine systems. 
By using the free open-exit-flow discharge arrangement, the need of a draft tube for 
partial recovery of the kinetic energy is completely eliminated. This is another major 
innovation of the new hydroturbine system. In a conventional reaction turbine, usually only the 
potential energy and a small portion of the kinetic energy of the fluid is extracted and 
converted into shaft mechanical energy when the water passes the runner. A substantial 
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portion of the gross water energy, especially in the low-head applications, is in the form of 
kinetic energy. Therefore, a draft tube is needed to recover the kinetic energy of the water in 
order to utilize the water energy to the maximum extend. This is realized at the risk of inducing 
a large negative pressure zone at the downstream side of the runner. The presence of a negative 
pressure zone accounts for the major causes of cavitation, turbine operation instability, and fish 
injury and mortality. 
In the new hydroturbine system, a divergent runner chamber is applied to accomplish the 
function of the draft tube of conventional reaction turbines, i.e., to recover and utilize the 
kinetic energy of the water. The validity of the application of divergent runner chamber is 
attributed to the anti-gravitational flow direction in the turbine unit (see Section 4.3.1). Since 
the turbine flow passage is below the free surface of the exit water flush, the harmful negative 
pressure zone can be completely eliminated throughout the entire flow domain of the system 
with proper turbine hydraulic design. Therefore, the new hydroturbine can minimize the fish 
injury and mortality, eliminate cavitation, improve runner stability, and optimize turbine 
operational performance. 
3.2.3 Needle Valve Flow Control Device 
The third key innovation of the new turbine system is the adoption of a vertical needle 
valve in place of wicket gates to control the flow. The needle valve controls the rate of 
discharge by varying the flow cross-sectional area through its up and down movement along 
the turbine central axis. By eliminating the wicket gates, the flow passage prior to the runner 
chamber becomes more open and streamlined. This makes the new turbine easier for fish to 
pass through. Needle valves are known for their low energy loss and high efficiency. More 
importantly, when operating in off-design points, it has high hydraulic efficiency than the 
wicket gates. This allows more effective use of the available hydraulic energy with higher 
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efficiency and over a broad range of flow and operating conditions other than the designed 
peak flow point. 
3.2.4 Relocation of the Transmission shaft 
The new hydroturbine system design places the torque transmission shaft above the 
normal taiirace water level on the downstream (spent energy) side of the turbine runner. In 
conventional turbine systems, the shaft is located at the upstream side of the runner, and high-
pressure seals are needed around the power transmission shaft to prevent water from leaking 
into the generator. The seals require periodical maintenance which is frequent and difficult and 
causes undesirable power generation outages. Elimination of high-pressure seals in the new 
hydroturbine system significantly simplifies the system design and construction and eliminates 
the required periodical maintenance. 
Combining this with all the above-mentioned other new design approaches and unique 
features, one could easily conclude that the new hydroturbine system is able to diminish the 
negative environmental and ecological impact, to minimize manufacturing, installation, 
operation and maintenance time and costs, and to optimize turbine mechanical performance. 
The new turbine system will offer an attractive alternative for sustainable hydropower 
development. 
3.3 Discussion on Potential Tradeoffs 
Through more than a hundred years of evolution, the conventional hydroturbines have 
reached a highly advanced state. Because of the break through in the design concept and 
approach, the new turbine system may not be able to achieve such a high peak efficiency as the 
conventional ones, especially in the early development stage. Nevertheless, the new system, 
even at its early development stage remains very attractive for its superiority in terms of 
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environment preserving and cost savings. The potential tradeoffs associated with the 
application of the new system are discussed as follows. 
The principal potential tradeoff is the one between the reduction of hydroelectricity 
production and less capital investment of hydro development projects. As can be drawn from 
the discussion in the previous section, this new hydroelectricity generation technology is 
simple in system composition, compact in size, and requires less periodic maintenance. These 
features will reduce the initial capital requirement at the development phase and the operation 
and maintenance costs at the application phase. At the early development stage of this new 
technology, these benefits of the new system may come at an expense of a slight drop in 
turbine peak operation efficiency and less full recovery of the kinetic energy. This will result in 
small decrease of hydroelectricity production. In high-head and big-dam applications, this 
reduction in electricity production may be of some significance. However, in low-head small 
hydro applications at which this new technology is aiming during its early development stage, 
it is expected to perform far better than most of the existing systems. As such, it should be 
considered a priority to put this new environmentally friendly and economically sound new 
turbine into use as early as possible to harness the water energy that would otherwise simply 
run away. The engineering and economic advantages of this new technology make it a good fit 
for this priority because they enable the development and operation of a hydropower site purely 
rely on the local financial and man power. 
Another potential tradeoff of the new turbine system is between the direct exposure of 
turbine runner to taiirace water disturbance and the improvement of downstream water quality. 
The new turbine design adopts an open-exit-flow near the taiirace water surface. This 
arrangement makes the turbine runner directly expose to the taiirace water disturbance such as 
wave forces and back-water flow interference. These actions of the taiirace water on the turbine 
runner could cause some problems on the operation stability of the turbine system particularly 
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if the local out-flow condition is not well engineered. A better understanding of the effects of 
these actions requires a comprehensive collection of experimental and field data. However, the 
negative effects of the taiirace back-water disturbance, if any, can be well compensated by the 
improvement of downstream water quality and the reduction of fish injury and mortality that 
the new system has to offer. This unique flow arrangement and other features described in the 
previous section can result in long-term environmental and ecological benefits associated with 
the application of the new system. We believe that developing this innovative technology is a 




HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE NEW TURBINE SYSTEM 
4.1 Introduction 
In this new updraft open-exit-flow hydropower turbine system, water is admitted to the 
lower part of the turbine around its entire circumference and the fluid fills all the runner 
passage completely. The turbine extracts the water energy by causing a pressure drop when the 
fluid passes the runner. Because of these features of the working process, the new turbine can 
be classified as a reaction turbine. Established hydraulic principles and hydrodynamic theories 
are fully applicable in design as well as flow analysis of this new hydropower turbine system. 
In addition, the methodologies which have been successfully used for design and analysis of 
the conventional reaction turbine systems, and the experience which has been accumulated 
through the over-100-year application of the conventional hydropower exploitation technology, 
are also of value in the development of this new system. The unique features of this 
hydroelectric generation unit, as described in Chapter 3, involve many principal analytical 
challenges for the development of the new turbine system. These challenges include the 
establishment of a sound technical approach for the divergent turbine flow passageway design, 
the blade curvature design and optimization, and the flow characteristic determination for the 
three-dimensional helical vortex flow around the needle valve and in the turbine runner flow 
passage under various operation conditions. 
This chapter presents the basic principles and methods for the analysis of flows in the 
turbine passageway and for the hydraulic design of the major turbine components. Section 4.2 
derives the fundamental equations, which are based on the basic physical laws of the fluid 
dynamics and will serve as the foundation of the hydraulic analysis and design of the new 
turbine system. Section 4.3 describes the general flow characteristics and energy conversion 
relation as well as relevant turbine parameters of the new system. Section 4.4 presents the 
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hydraulic design of turbine flow passage. Section 4.5 describes a method for the design of the 
new turbine runner blades. Finally, Section 4.6 outlines a hydraulic design procedure for the 
new turbine and illustrates the design of a sample Kao turbine. 
4.2 Fundamental Equations 
The fundamental equations for hydraulic analysis and design of the new updraft 
hydropower turbine system are established based on the basic physical laws of fluid mechanics 
and thermodynamics, which are, 
• Conservation of Mass 
• Conservation of Momentum 
• Conservation of Energy 
Application of the law of mass conservation to a control volume leads to the continuity 
equation, which, for an incompressible flow, is written in a cylindrical coordinate system as 
follows. 
where r, 0, z denote the radial, peripheral, and axial coordinates of a cylindrical coordinate 
system respectively, and Vr, F& V: denote respectively the velocity components in r, 0, z 
directions. Under the assumption that velocity distribution over a cross section is uniform, the 
continuity equation can be simplified for a flow in a duct as shown in Figure 4.1 as, 
4^=^,2  (4.2)  
in which A designates area of the cross section, and V„ the velocity component normal to the 




Figure 4.1 Flow through a duct of turbine passageway 
The law of momentum conservation is essentially Newton's Second Law. When applied 
to a fluid flow, this physical law yields the momentum equations which in a cylindrical 
coordinate system are written as, 
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where p is the density of the fluid, v the kinematical viscosity, F the body force, and p the 
pressure. 
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The combination of Equations (4.1) and (4.3) forms the Navier-Stokes equations for an 
incompressible flow. Many of the equations presented below are variant or simplified versions 
of these equations. This set of equations integrated with a turbulence model serves as the basic 
governing equations for the numerical flow modeling for the new turbine system, which will be 
described in Chapter 6. 
For most fluid turbomachine application, it is often convenient to utilize another set of 
equivalent equations which expresses the conservation of angular momentum. The fluid-runner 
interaction can be clearly represented by the equation describing the angular momentum 
changes about the rotating axis of the machine, i.e., the z-axis in a cylindrical coordinate 
system. 
T = PJt + p [IVSWM) (4-4) 
where V is the volume of the fluid control volume, A the area of the boundary surfaces of the 
control volume, T the torque about z-axis, Vu the peripheral component of absolute velocity, 
and V„ the absolute velocity component normal to the area A. V„ is essentially Vg and is used to 
comply with the notation customs in the hydropower turbine field. In this study, Vu and Ve are 
used interchangeably. The above equation can be stated as: the sum of external torques acting 
on a fluid control volume is equal to the sum of time rate of change of angular momentum plus 
the net flux of angular momentum through the surfaces of the volume. 
For a steady state flow in a turbine blade-to-blade passage, the first term on the right-
hand side of Equation (4.4) vanishes, and no momentum flux penetrates the blades. It follows 
that the angular momentum equation can be simplified as, 
T = pQ(Vuiri-VuA) (4.5) 
where Q is the flow rate, r the radius, and the subscripts / and 2 denote quantities at the runner 
entrance and exit respectively. Vur is called the velocity moment or angular momentum. By 
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multiplying the angular velocity co to both sides of the above equation, the power gained by the 
fluid is given by, 
in which U = cor, while <y = 2mi/60 and n is the rotation speed of the turbine in rpm. During 
the course of water flowing through a turbine runner, VUU decreases from the entrance to the 
exit of the runner. Hence, the right-hand side of Equation (4.6) is a negative quantity, which 
indicates that the fluid deliver its energy to the runner. From a point of view of the runner, it 
follows Equation (4.6) that the specific energy transfer per unit mass of the fluid, £, is obtained 
as, 
Equation (4.7) is known as the Euler turbine equation. It gives the energy transfer relation 
between the turbine runner and the fluid flowing through it, and serves as the basis for turbine 
design and analysis. From this equation, it is ready to obtained that the power of the turbine, N, 
at a given flow rate Q and speed n, is written as, 
The law of energy conservation states that the sum of heat and work received by a fluid 
control volume in a unit time is equal to the sum of the difference between the energy fluxes 
entering and leaving the volume and the time rate of accumulation of energy in the volume. For 
a water turbine, heat transfer during the working process is considered as zero. Therefore, in a 
steady state situation, the energy equation for the water in a closed system between the 
entrance and exit of the turbine as defined in Figure 4.2 is given as, 
N = Ta>=pQ(V u 2 U 2 -V u i U x )  (4.6) 
E = V u X U,-V u l U,  (4.7) 
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(b) Kao turbines 
Figure 4.2 Definition of net head for conventional and updraft turbine systems 
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in which W is the work delivered to the fluid in a unit time, y - p g, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, z the elevation, and the subscripts / and o designate the quantities at turbine 
entrance and exit respectively. It is obvious that in hydropower turbines the rotating wheel is 
the only component which interacts with the water in form of work. Hence, the magnitude of 
the right-hand side of Equation (4.9) gives the total water energy that can be used to generate 
power. From a point of view of the turbine, the specific energy of the water available to convert 
to shaft mechanical energy, £„ is obtained as 
E, = Hg = g 
V 
•••H) ' -t-ï (4.10) 
in which H is the net total head available to the turbine runner. It follows that H can be 
expressed as, 
H = 
y2 \  f  
:
'
+ f + 2 g )  
2 \ 
(4.11) 
Figure 4.2 depicts a diagrammatic definition of the net total head for both the conventional 
reaction turbine and the updraft open-exit-flow turbine systems. 
As mentioned above, the total specific energy of the water available to convert to shaft 
mechanical energy, £„ is given by Equation (4.10); the specific work £, which is actually 
delivered to the turbine rotating wheel when the velocity component Vul at the runner entrance 
is changed to at the runner exit, is expressed by Equation (4.7). During the passage through 
the turbine flow passageway, the water experiences hydraulic losses, £/, which in general 
include friction loss due to the viscosity effect in the boundary layer and shock loss due to the 
deviation of incident angle from the design flow angle at runner entrance. The specific energy 
transferred to the runner is equal to the total available specific energy of the water subtracted 
by the specific energy due to hydraulic losses in the turbine passage. This can be expressed as, 
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£ = £ , -£ ,  (4.12)  
The concept of hydraulic efficiency is introduced to take into account the hydraulic 
losses. The hydraulic efficiency of the turbine, /ft, is defined as, 
Ti>=f=^rL (413) 
Rearranging the above equation yields, 
£,/?*=£ (4.14) 
Substitution £, = Hg and Equation (4.7) for £ into Equation (4.14) yields, 
Hgf îh  ~V u l U 2 )  (4.15) 
By multiplying both sides of Equation (4.15) by pQ, it follows that 
r QHr, pQ(V„ (4.16) 
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Equation (4.15) or (4.16) is called the turbine energy equation. It represents the energy 
conversion relation between the fluid and the rotating wheel during the course of water flowing 
through the turbine flow passage. It is seen from Equation (4.16) that the objective of hydraulic 
design of the turbine components is to make the runner change the velocity moment of the 
water by a certain amount at the minimum expense of hydraulic losses under a given set of 
values for the head, flow rate and speed of the turbine. 
4.3 Flow Characteristics in the Turbine Passageway 
The flow in the passageway of the new updraft open-exit-flow hydropower turbine 
system is essentially a complex three-dimensional unsteady fluid flow, which is governed by 
the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations, Equations (4.1) and (4.3) in the preceding section. It 
is well recognized that a close form solution to this system of partial differential equations in 
such a complex flow domain as the passageway of the water turbine is not available at the 
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current development stage of fluid mechanics and mathematics. Using an engineering 
approach, this study assumes that the flow is steady at design operating point, and divides the 
turbine passageway into several segments. Appropriate assumptions are made for each segment 
to facilitate the analysis of flow around respective system components. 
4.3.1 Anti-Gravitational Flow 
As described in Chapter 3, the new updraft hydropower turbine system uses a upward 
flow passage arrangement to guide water to flow through the runner in an anti-gravitational 
direction. This unique feature offers the new turbine system many advantages over the 
conventional turbines. Using a potential flow approach, this section will describe the effect of 
anti-gravitational flow on the hydraulic design of the new turbine components. 
For an inviscid irrotational steady-state fluid flow, the momentum equations reduce to the 
Bernoulli's equation which is written as, 
p vz 
z + —4 const. (4.17) 
Y 2 g 
In an upward flow within a circular pipe with constant cross-sectional area, as shown in 
V1 Figure 4.3(a), the kinetic energy head — is constant along the longitudinal direction of the 
2 g 
pipe. The increase of elevation, z, is compensated only by the decrease of pressure, p. If the 
pipe is divergent along the flow direction, as shown in Figure 4.3(b), the increase of z will be 
balanced by the change of p and the decrease of V. When the divergence angle is too large, the 
decrease of the kinetic energy head cannot be completely compensated by the increase of 
elevation and will cause the pressure to increase. As known from a boundary layer analysis, the 




Figure 4.3 A diagram for the analysis of anti-gravitational effect 
Here, we will determine how large the divergence angle of the flow passage can be 
without causing adverse pressure distribution in the pipe. As the pressure is constant over the 
divergent section of the pipe, taking the derivative of both sides of Equation (4.17) yields, 
dz + d 
f  y  l \  
Zg 
= 0 (4.18) 
Considering V =— and A = J t r~ , it is obtained after some mathematical manipulations 
A 
that 
—T-j- dr = 2gdz 
K'r 
(4.19) 
It follows the above equation that 
t . . dr r 2g tan(or  ) -  —-— —r 
dz 4 V' 
(4.20) 
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It is seen from Equation (4.20) that the allowable divergence angle of the pipe without 
causing the increase of pressure is a function of the radius and the local kinetic energy. For 
example, in a flow with V= 10m within a pipe with r = Im, the anti-gravitational effect allows 
a divergence angle 2a equal to 5.6° at the entrance of the divergent section while the pressure 
is maintained constant over the divergent section of pipe. As the flow passage expands, r 
increases, and the local kinetic energy decreases. It is known from Equation (4.20) that the 
allowable flow passage divergent angle will increase. The anti-gravitational effect and the drop 
of pressure in the runner due to the extraction of water energy enable the application of 
divergent runner chamber with a large divergence angle in the new turbine system without 
causing flow separation. 
4.3.2 Flow in Spiral Case 
The spiral case is a water supply element of reaction turbines. The main functions of the 
spiral case are to transform the rectilinear flow from the penstocks into an inwardly swirling 
flow thus to form a certain flow circulation prior to the runner, and to distribute the flow 
uniformly along the circumference of the stay ring. The hydraulic design of the spiral case 
should meet these functional requirements and others such as minimizing hydraulic losses in 
this component and complying with the layout of the hydroelectric powerhouse. In these 
regards, the spiral case of this new turbine system is similar to that of the conventional reaction 
turbines. Therefore, theories and experience on designing this component of conventional 
turbines can be fully applied in the design of the spiral case for the new turbine system. It is 
worthy to point out that due to the elimination of the wicket gates the overall size of the spiral 
case can be reduced in this new turbine system. This will help to make the turbine system 
compact. In addition, since there are no wicket gates to adjust the circulation of the inflow, a 
full spiral case is generally needed in order to avoid non-uniform inflow which will result in 
unbalance of radial forces on the runner and could cause turbine vibration. 
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The flow in the spiral case is complex in nature, and has been investigated by many 
researchers. The flow is a three-dimensional vortex flow with the presence of secondary flows 
under various operational conditions (Vu and Shyy 1990). The present study does not devote to 
the rigorous flow investigation in the spiral case. The flow analysis presented here is a 
simplified conventional two-dimensional approach, and is merely conducted for providing the 
flow analysis in the successive passageway with needed boundary conditions. 
At design operating point, the flow in the spiral case can be considered as a steady, 
inviscid and incompressible flow, and flow parameters do not vary in the vertical direction. 
Therefore, the two-dimensional potential flow theory can be applied to analyze the flow in this 
region. The flow within the spiral case is taken as a superposition of a free vortex flow and a 
sink of uniform strength. 
The stream function y/v for a free vortex flow of strength of circulation r can be 
expressed in a polar coordinate system as 
r ifv = Inr (4.21) 
2 Tt 
And the stream function for a sink of strength q is given as 
(4.22) 
I7t 
Therefore, the stream function y/ for the superposition of the above two potential flows 
can be obtained as 
¥  =y v +V s =-^—\nr--^-e  (4.23)  
In 2K 
By setting y/ = const., it follows that the streamline of the flow can be expressed in polar 
coordinates as, 
r = ke-qeir (4.24) 
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in which & is a constant determined by the boundary conditions prescribed by the system. It is 
seen that the streamlines are a family of spiral curves. The outer wall of the spiral case should 
be designed to closely follow such a curve in order to minimize hydraulic losses. 
The velocity components of the flow field are obtained as 
Given a set of design values for the head, discharge, and speed, the values for q and rcan 
be obtained. The velocity at the outlet of the spiral case can be determined using the above two 
equations. Ttiis will provide the boundary conditions for the flow analysis in the successive 
passageway. 
4.3.3 Flow around Stay Vanes 
In conventional turbine systems, in addition to guiding water to the turbine runner, the 
stay vanes also act as a load-bearing through which the loads, such as the weight of the 
electricity generating unit, the pressure force on the runner, and the weight of the concrete 
exerting on the upper side of the spiral case, are transmitted to the powerhouse foundation (Ma 
1997). This feature requires the conventional turbines have either large number of stay vanes or 
stay vanes with large section area. In this updraft turbine system, due to the unique system 
arrangement, the forces that the stay vanes are subjected to are only the weight of the turbine 
chamber and upper ring and the pressure force of water in the turbine passage. The weight of 
turbine components and water pressure force act on the stay vanes in opposite direction, and 
cancel each other to some extent. Therefore, the strength requirement of the stay vanes can be 
substantially reduced. This will allow for the use of fewer stay vanes and vanes with much 
smaller section area. A significant advantage of this kind of stay vanes is that the number of in-




stream obstacles can be reduced and the opening of the passageway can be increased, which 
are critical for fish to pass the hydroelectric generation unit more safely. 
Since the number of stay vanes is small in the updraft turbine system, they are generally 
not design to change the circulation of the water. That is, the water still follows a free vortex 
flow pattern, although there are vanes in the stream. The middle line of a stay vane is designed 
to follow the spiral streamline of the fluid in the spiral case. Therefore, at any point along the 
middle line of a stay vane, the tangency of the stay vane middle line has a constant angle with 
respect to the radial direction, which is 
a = tan"1 — = (4.27) 
K R 
4.3.4 Helical Flow around the Needle Valve 
After the flow leaves the stay vanes, it follows the form of a free helical vortex flow in the 
passageway prior to the runner chamber. The flow is conceptually illustrated in Figure 4.4. The 
flow velocity vector, V(r, 0, z) is a resultant of a free vortex flow with a whirl velocity 
component Vu, and an axisymmetric meridional flow with a velocity component Vm in the r - z 
plane. The flow analysis in this region will help us understand the flow characteristics before 
the runner and the effect of needle valve movement on the inflow conditions. 
The analysis of helical flow around the needle valve is first attempted using a one-
dimensional approach. As shown in Figure 4.5, flow parameters are assumed to be constant 
over a cross section of the flow passage, and they are a function of the distance along the 
channel middle line m - m only. In this region, the fluid is not subjected to any external force 
in the peripheral direction. Hence, the whirling flow follows the law of constant velocity 
moment. At any location in the channel, the peripheral velocity component is given as, 
(4.28) 
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Figure 4.5 A diagram for a one-dimensional flow analysis around the needle valve 
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where ku is a constant, and r is the distance from the shaft center. 
The cross-sectional area of the flow passage can be approximated as, 
A = 2nrmd. (4.29) 
in which rm is the distance of a point on curve m - m to the shaft center, and d is the diameter 
of the inscribing circle of the passageway. Given a flow rate, Q, the meridional velocity, Vm, 
can be obtained as, 
Vm = ^ = -£=- (4.30) 
2* rmd rmd 
where km = Q / 2 K. 
Hence, the angle of the streamlines with respect to the circumferential direction, a, is 
expressed as, 
tan a =- = k-^— (4.31) 
K r«d 
in which k is a constant equal to km / ku. If d is constant over this flow passage, it follows that 
along the middle line m - m the streamline has a constant angle, am, with respect to the 
peripheral direction. In the outer half region, r > rm; hence, a > a„. In the inner half region, r < 
rm; hence, a < Angle a decreases linearly from the outer wall to the inner wall, if the 
projection of the flow passage cross section on a meridional plane is a straight line. Along a 
streamline other than the middle line m - m, the angle of the streamline changes as the ratio of 
r I rm varies. Therefore, the stream surfaces are three-dimensional in this flow region. 
Around the needle valve, the flow turns from a radial inward direction to an axial upward 
direction. The turning force causes meridional velocity variation over cross section of the flow 
passage. The above-described one-dimensional approach is not able to account for this effect, 
and it only gives us a preliminary picture of the flow in this region. To understand the flow 
pattern in this turning channel better, a two-dimensional approach becomes necessary. 
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As will be described later in this chapter, the meridional velocity decreases from the top 
to the bottom of the stay vanes at the outlet of the stay ring, so is the peripheral velocity. 
Assume the passageway is divided into several sub-channels, each of which carries an equal 
discharge. By using an analysis similar to that described in the one-dimensional approach, for 
each sub-channel the streamline angle can be obtained as, 
tan a=k-^— (4.32) 
rmd 
Notice that the constant k is different for different sub-channels. Since ku decreases from the 
top to the bottom of the stay vanes while km is constant, k is smaller at the top than at the 
bottom of the stay vanes. The flow leaves the stay vanes at an identical angle over the entire 
height of the vanes, so the sub-channels near the top are narrower than those close to the 
bottom. The centrifugal force due to the curvature of the flow causes the outer sub-channels to 
shrink and the inner sub-channels to expand. As the centrifugal force cease to exist beyond a 
certain location, the outer and inner sub-channels have a tendency to expand and shrink 
respectively so that the flow can recover to a uniform flow. Equation (4.32) indicates that 
during this course the flow angle in the outer part of the passageway increases and then 
decrease, and the opposite is true for the flow in the inner part of the passageway. Numerical 
simulation results indicate that the expansion of sub-channels near the chamber wall may cause 
the inflow velocity moment to differ from the desired pattern. A comparative analysis, as will 
be presented later in this chapter, reveals that the use of non-uniform velocity distribution in the 
passageway caused by the curvature of the passage boundaries can lead to a better shape for the 
blades. This implies that the straight segment (or the neck) of the flow passage prior to the 
runner should be as short as possible, or the outer wall should be made of a surface of 
revolution with a monotonically inward-declined curve instead of an arc and a straight upward 
line as the meridian. The minimization of this part of flow passage can also directly reduce the 
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excavation for the powerhouse construction. However, the design of this part of the 
passageway must guarantee that the needle can be completely closed. 
4.3.5 Meridional Flow Analysis 
Under the assumption that the turbine rotor consists of infinite number of infinitesimally 
thin blades, the flow in the turbine flow passage can be considered as axisymmetrical. This 
assumption can be justified by the fact that the ratio l/t of the rotor blade cascade of the new 
turbine is generally greater than unity, in which / is the length of blade chord, and t is the 
spacing between two consecutive blades. Therefore, the three-dimensional flow in the flow 
passage can be decomposed into flow components in two orthogonal surfaces, the meridional 
plane and the blade-to-blade stream surface. The latter can be approximated by the surface 
obtained by rotating a meridional streamline around the z-axis. The flow on this surface 
accounts for the change of the peripheral velocity component Vu. In regions where there is no 
blade, the flow on the blade-to-blade surface follows the law of constant velocity moment; 
while it changes in accordance with the action of the blades on the fluid in the regions adjacent 
to the blades. By neglecting the effects of the viscosity and assuming the inflow is irrotational, 
the flow in a meridional plane can be analyzed using the potential flow theory. 
The boundaries of the flow passage are determined by the geometrical shape of the 
chamber wall, hub, needle valve and stay ring, as shown in Figure 4.6. The inflow boundary is 
essentially the outlet of the spiral case and is considered as an equipotential line. The inflow 
velocity there is taken as uniform and perpendicular to the boundary. The walls 2-3 and 1-4 are 
two streamlines respectively. The outlet boundary 3-4 is an equipotential line and 
approximated by a parabola, which originates at the end of the chamber wall and intersects the 
straight hub surface at its apex. This parabola should be perpendicular to the chamber wall at 
its originating point. Hence the orthogonality between the streamlines and the equipotential 
lines at the outlet boundary is guaranteed. 
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Figure 4.6 Computational domain of meridional flow analysis 
By using a stream function formulation, the meridional flow in the turbine flow passage 
is governed by the following equation in a cylindrical coordinate system, 
(4.33) 
dr' dz' r dr 
and the boundary conditions as described above. Here, y/ is the called the Stokesian stream 
function having the unit of m3/s or ft3Is. The radial and axial velocity components, Vr and K, 





Equation (4.33) coupled with the boundary conditions is solved using a compute program 
developed in this study base on a finite element formulation given in Chung (1978). 
4.3.6 Variation of Velocity Moment 
Meridional flow analysis reveals that due to the effects of the passageway curvature, at 
the outlet of the stay ring the meridional velocity at the top the stay vanes is greater than that at 
the bottom of the vanes. However, the flow at the trailing edge of the stay vanes has the same 
flow angle with respect to the peripheral direction because of the constraint of the vanes. 
Therefore, the fluid near the top of the stay vanes has greater velocity moment with respect to 
the center of the hub than that near the bottom of the vanes. Between the trailing edge of the 
stay vanes and the entrance of the runner, the fluid is not subjected to any external peripheral 
force. Under an ideal fluid assumption, the flow in this region follows the law of constant 
velocity moment. Hence, along the leading edge of a blade, the velocity moment of the water 
near the chamber wall is larger than that near the hub. 
To determine the change of the velocity moment along the leading edge of a blade 
requires substantial experimental measurement which is beyond the scope of current study on 
this new turbine system. Referring to the experience for design of conventional axial flow 
turbines and based on the results of meridional flow analysis, a linear increase of velocity 
moment from the hub to the outer edge along the blade leading edge is selected for the initial 
design of the runner blades of the new turbine. The magnitude of the velocity moment at the 
hub and that at the outmost point of the blade leading edge can be determined as follows. 
Vmt and Vmb, which are the magnitude of the meridional velocity at the top and at the 
bottom of a stay vane respectively, can be determined from the potential flow computation in a 
meridional plane. Suppose the angle of the trailing edge of the stay vanes with respect to the 
peripheral direction is a. It follows that the peripheral component of the absolute velocity at the 
top of the stay vane Vu, and that at the bottom of the vane Vub are given by the following 
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y y = mb 
ub tan or 
(4.37) 
Therefore, the velocity moment at the hub and that at the outmost location of the blade 
leading edge, kUh and kus, which for an ideal fluid are equal to the velocity moment at the 
bottom and that at the top of the trailing edge of the stay vanes respectively, can be expressed 
as, 




V r k... = Vu,r = — 
tana 
(4.39) 
Since along each streamline in the runner chamber, the velocity moment of the fluid is 
changed by the same amount by the runner, the same variation pattern of velocity moment is 
also true along the trailing edge of the runner blades. That is, velocity moment linearly 
increases from the hub to the outmost location along the trailing edge. Usually, velocity 
moment is set to zero at the hub end of the blade trailing edge at turbine designed operation 
point. The distribution of velocity moment along the leading edge and the trailing edge of the 
runner blades is illustrated in Figure 4.7. 






Figure 4.7 Variation pattern of Vur along the blade leading edge and trailing edge 
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The linear variation of velocity moment over a cross-section better represents the actual 
flow in the turbine passageway. A blade designed using such a two-dimensional variation of 
velocity moment in the turbine runner is in better compliance with the relative trajectory of the 
water particles. Therefore, the hydraulic loss due to the presence of runner blades can be 
reduced. In addition, as the geometric shape of the blades is concerned, it offers the following 
two major advantages. 
One of the advantages is that along the leading edge the difference in blade angle 
between a location near the hub and another near the chamber wall can be reduced. This can be 
explained by using flow velocity triangles. Shown in Figure 4.8 are velocity triangles for the 
flow near the hub end and near the chamber wall end of the blade leading edge, where V 
represents the absolute velocity vector, W the relative velocity vector, and U the peripheral 
velocity vector. The solid velocity triangle shows the scenario in which the velocity moment 
changes linearly over a flow passage cross section, while the dash one represents the situation 
in which the velocity moment and the meridional velocity are assumed uniform over the cross 
section. In the former case, since the velocity moment is smaller near the hub, so is the 
peripheral velocity component. Furthermore, as a two-dimensional meridional flow analysis 
indicates, the meridional velocity is smaller near the hub than that near the chamber wall. The 
flow velocity triangle analysis demonstrates that the blade leading angle near the hub, which is 
the angle between the peripheral velocity component and the relative velocity, will be smaller 
in a two-dimensional consideration than in a one-dimensional one. The opposite is true for a 
location near the chamber wall. This design consideration will lead to blades less twisted along 
the leading edge, and can help reduce the possibility of flow separation at blade suction side 
near the runner entrance. 
The other advantage for the blade geometric shape is that the blade angle near the 
chamber wall end of the trailing edge is larger. This can be explained similarly using the flow 
velocity triangle shown in Figure 4.9. Positive velocity moment and larger meridional velocity 
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Figure 4.8 Influence of Vur variation patterns on blade leading angle 
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Figure 4.9 Influence of Vur variation patterns on blade trailing angle near the chamber wall 
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near the chamber wall end of the blade trailing edge increase the blade trailing angle. The 
larger blade trailing angle can increase the opening of the blade-to-blade passageway at the 
runner exit. This can raise the flow capacity and thus the output power of the turbine. In 
addition, the opening of the blade-to-blade flow passage at the runner exit is an important 
aspect of the turbine biological design criteria. The increased flow passage opening can make 
the turbine runner easier for the migrating fish to pass through. 
4.3.7 Reaction Ratio 
The reaction ratio of a runner is defined as the ratio of the drop of pressure head in the 
runner to the total available net head at the optimal operating point. It is a parameter used to 
differentiate the reaction turbines and the impulse turbines. In addition, it is a very important 
parameter indicating the blade loading and cavitation performance (Brekke 1995). It can be 
expressed in terms of the kinematic parameters of the fluid flow by using the turbine energy 
equation. 
Assume at the optimal operating point, the hydraulic losses in the runner are negligible, 
and V„2=0. The turbine energy equation yields, 
-i~ - 2  + Pl P~  + V\  V~  = ~ U \ K [  (4.40) y 2 g g 
This equation can be re-written as, 
hZfL^lvv „-2) (4.41) 
r g 2 g 
Substituting V2 = V2 - V2 and after some mathematical manipulations, it follows that, 
ElZ£x 
= y-K, (2U, -K, ) +7-(K.1, - C )+('=- z, ) (4.42) 
Y 2 g 2 g 
Dividing both sides of the above equation by the total available head to the runner, H, the 




V a l ( 2 U l - V a l )  +  
2 gH H 
(4.43) 
The second term on the right-hand side of Equation (4.43) has a non-negative quantity for 
the conventional turbines and a negative quantity for the updraft turbine due to the divergent 
runner chamber. Similarly, the third term on the right-hand side has a non-positive quantity for 
the conventional turbines and a positive quantity for the updraft turbine due to the upward flow 
through the runner. This indicates that the divergent chamber can reduce the reaction ratio of 
the runner but the updraft arrangement can compensate the reduction to some extent. The first 
term on the right-hand side of Equation (4.43) indicates that the reaction ratio is highly related 
to the blade leading angle. From the flow velocity triangle analysis shown in Figure 4.10, it is 
seen that as the blade leading angle, defined as the angle between the tangential direction of the 
blade middle line and the opposite direction of turbine rotation, decrease, the reaction ratio 
increases. 
The reaction ratio gives us an indication of the portion of potential energy that is utilized 
by the runner. Its value varies from 0 to l.A high reaction ratio yields less friction losses in the 
runner and reduces kinetic energy loss at the runner exit. From this point of consideration, high 
reaction ratio is desirable for the updraft turbine runners. However, high reaction ratio can 
diminish the flow capacity of the runner and require larger runner size to generate the same 
amount of power. Therefore, a good runner should have a reaction ratio that balances these two 
sides of effect. The determination of a reasonable reaction ratio for the new turbine runner 
requires extensive experimental data which is presently unavailable. For the sample prototype 
Kao turbine, which will be presented later in this chapter and in Chapter 6, numerical 
simulation gives a reaction ratio of 0.61 at the design operating point. 
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Figure 4.10 Correlation between the blade geometry and turbine reaction ratio 
4.4 Hydraulic Design of Turbine Flow Passage 
4.4.1 Divergent Runner Chamber 
As stated previously, the design of the divergent runner chamber is a major challenge in 
the development of the new turbine system. The divergent chamber should be so designed that 
the pressure in the runner chamber transits smoothly and no flow separation occurs while it has 
adequate expansion ratio to recover the kinetic energy of the fluid. Since both the potential and 
the kinetic energy of water is being extracted by the runner as water advances from the 
entrance to the exit, the flow in the runner chamber is substantially different from that in an 
empty expanded conduit. The design and flow analysis of the runner chamber are based on the 
fundamental fluid mechanics principles. The conservation of energy is used to find the change 
of meridional kinetic energy along a meridional streamline in the runner chamber. Then the 
runner chamber is constructed based on the conservation of mass. 
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It is assumed that at any location in the runner chamber the summation of the potential 
energy head (elevation + pressure head), kinetic energy head (swirling and meridional), and the 
energy head extracted by the runner and consumed due to hydraulic losses up to this location, 
is constant. That is, 
V / / , +  —  +  / / „ + / » ,  =  c o n s t .  (4.44) 
2 g 
P V2 V 
where H s  = - + — + — , and is named as the potential and swirling energy, K m =  —  and is 
Y 2 g 2 g 
called as the meridional kinetic energy, Ha the extracted energy, and h, the hydraulic losses. 
At designed flow conditions, it can be assumed that the hydraulic losses are negligible. 
Given the variation of velocity momentum, Vur, along a meridional streamline from the runner 
entrance to exit, the extracted energy can be obtained by applying the turbine energy equation 
along this streamline. That is, 
-r.r) (4.45) 
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Let us designate Hs.2 as the potential and swirling energy at a location in the runner with 
reference to Hs at the runner exit, Km.2 as the meridional kinetic energy at a location in the 
runner with reference to Km at the runner exit, and A = Vur / V„jri. Then the energy 
conservation equation yields, 
H,-z+Km-z =HA (4.46) 
Define normalized parameter, ç = H5.2 / H, and 4" = K-m-2 / H. The above equation can be 
rewritten as, 
f + < "  =  ;  ( 4 . 4 7 )  
In the conventional axial-flow turbine runners, only the potential and swirling energy of 
the water is used to generate power. The meridional kinetic energy is considered as constant 
from the entrance to the exit. That is, = 0, and Ç= 0. Therefore, £ = A. This indicates that 
the variation pattern of the normalized potential and swirling energy follows that of the 
normalized velocity moment in an axial-flow runner. 
Due to the application of the divergent runner chamber, the updraft turbine runner 
extracts both the potential and swirling energy and the meridional kinetic energy to generate 
power. Ç is no longer equal to zero in the new turbine runner. Based on the analysis of energy 
conversion in conventional reaction turbine runners, it is reasonable to assume that in the new 
turbine runner £has the same variation trend as A. Then it is known from Equation (4.47) that Ç 
will also have the same variation trend as A in the updraft turbine runners. The actual change of 
y and Ç depends on the share of the potential and swirling energy and the meridional kinetic 
energy in the total energy of water at the runner entrance. For example, if Hs-j is 60%, and Km.: 
is 40% of the total head H at the runner entrance respectively, then £ = 0.6A and Ç = 0.4A. The 
share of energy types can be determined based on a statistic analysis of energy composition at 
the entrance of conventional axial-flow runners with comparable working head with the updraft 
turbine runners. 
The above analysis implies that the values for Hs and Km at the runner exit need to be pre­
selected in the design of the chamber. The free-exit flow feature of this new runner makes it 
reasonable to assume that the potential energy is zero at the runner exit. The value for Km at 
runner exit depends on the desired total kinetic energy recovery ratio, which is defined as the 
ratio of the kinetic energy extracted by the turbine to the kinetic energy at the runner entrance. 
From the perspective of maximizing the utilization of water energy, it is desirable to increase 
the recovery ratio. However, the raise of recovery ratio increases the danger of flow separation 
in the chamber. Furthermore, as the recovery ratio increases, the meridional velocity near the 
trailing edge of the blade decreases. Thus, the trailing angle of the blade becomes small. This 
will reduce the opening of the blade-to-blade channel, and could make it fail to comply with 
the biological design criteria. In addition, if the residual kinetic energy is not large enough to 
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cause adequate air entrainment and turbulent mixing, the turbine system will not be able to 
achieve its primary development initiative — to improve down stream water quality. This 
study suggests a total kinetic energy recovery ratio between 5:1 and 9:1 for the divergent 
runner chamber design. 
Once the variation of meridional kinetic energy in the runner chamber is known, the 
geometric dimensions of the chamber can be constructed according to the law of mass 
conservation. For a given designed discharge, Q, the change of cross-sectional area of the 
chamber passage, A, can be obtained through the relation A - ——— In the first attempt of 
the design, the hub is assumed to be a cylindrical surface. Then the cross-sectional area can be 
approximated as, 
where dh is the shaft diameter, and d the diameter of the inscribing circles to the chamber 
passage. This equation will give us the variation of size of the inscribing circles. So far, the 
variation of the flow and geometric parameters is considered as change of corresponding 
quantities along a normalized middle meridional streamline in the chamber. It is reasonable to 
assume that the length of the middle meridional streamline from runner entrance to exit is 
comparable to the size of the runner. With the center of the inscribing circles determined, a 
group of circles can be drawn along the middle streamline, and the chamber wall curvature is 
obtained by drawing a smooth curve tangential to the circles, as shown in Figure 4.11. 
Numerical analysis indicates that a chamber passage with a streamline-curved hub has 
better hydraulic performance than that with a cylindrical straight hub. The curve for the hub 
surface can be determined based on the flow net in the chamber passage obtained in the first 
attempt, and can be further improved with the assistance of the data for the water nappe shape 
at turbine exit. Starting at a location on the outflow boundary and perpendicular to that 
boundary, the hub surface gradually transits between streamlines and becomes tangential to the 
A  =  n ( d h  + d ) d  (4.48) 
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Figure 4.11 Construction of the meridian for chamber wall surface 
shaft at the base of the chamber. After that, if necessary the chamber wall need to be changed 
accordingly in order to achieve the desired kinetic energy recovery ratio. 
4.4.2 Other Geometric Parameters of Turbine Flow Passage 
In addition to the runner chamber, other geometric parameters, which determine the 
turbine flow passage, include the ratio of hub diameter to runner diameter at runner entrance, 
the density ratio of blade cascades, the number of blades, and the height of needle valve 
opening. The selection of values for most of these parameters can refer to the experience on the 
design of conventional axial flow turbines for low-head applications. 
The ratio of hub diameter to runner entrance diameter, diJDi, determines the width of 
turbine flow passage. Decreasing this ratio can raise the flow capacity and consequently the 
power of the turbine. However, the selection of hub diameter should allow the hub to meet 
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structural strength requirements and to have enough room to mount the blades. In addition, 
excessively small dtJDi ratio can result in very twisted blades and large blade angle near the 
hub. According to Cheng (1982), the dh/Di ratio is related to the maximum head of the turbine, 
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Figure 4.12 Determination of ratio </*/£)/ from Hmax, and Z. 
The density of runner cascades is defined as the ratio of blade chord length L to the 
cascade spacing t. Small cascade density can result in the increase of turbine flow capacity and 
reduction of friction losses in the runner. On the other hand, large cascade density can reduce 
blade stresses and render the pressure to change gradually in the runner passage. The new 
updraft turbine system is designed to provide a friendly environment for migrating fish in 
turbine passage. As reviewed in Section 2.2, large pressure gradient is harmful to fish. In 
addition, the new turbine has no system component beyond the runner to recover the escaped 
water energy. Hence, the design of the new turbine should prevent "short-circuit" flows in the 
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runner from happening. With these considerations, the average runner cascade density is 
generally a grade higher than that of the conventional axial flow turbines under comparable 
operating conditions. 
Once the average runner cascade density is obtained, the number of runner blades can be 
determined. In general, the wrap angle of the Kao turbine runner blades is larger than that of 
the conventional axial flow runner blades. By referring to the experience on the propeller and 
Kaplan turbines given in Cheng (1982), the relationship between average runner cascade 
density and the number of blades is given in Table 4.1 for the new updraft hydraulic turbine. 
Table 4.1 Relationship between the average runner cascade density 
and the number of blades 
{ U t )  m 1.00-1.25 1.20-1.55 1.50-2.00 1.80-2.60 
z 4 5 6 8 
The height of needle valve opening, B0, affects the turbine flow capacity and the length of 
flow passage prior to the runner. In general, if the height of needle valve opening is large, the 
turbine flow capacity can be increased. However, a large value for Bo leads to the need of a 
long turbine passage neck to allow the needle valve to close completely. This can cause 
additional hydraulic losses in the passage. More importantly, it can substantially increase the 
excavation for power plant construction. The selection of value for Bo can make use of the 
experience on the design of the height of wicket gates for conventional axial flow turbines as 
given in Wu (1997). Considering that the flow cross-sectional area reduction due to stay vanes 
and wicket gates is much smaller in Kao turbines and that the shorter the turbine neck the 
better, we suggest a relationship between the maximum turbine head, Hmax, and the ratio of the 
height of needle valve opening to the runner entrance diameter, BJD/, as given in Table 4.2, 
for the design of the new updraft turbine system. 
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Table 4.2 Relationship between the maximum turbine 
head and the height of needle valve opening 
^znax (m) 15 30 40 
B  0 / D ,  0.225 0.2 0.18 
4.5 Blade Design 
The runner blade cascade of the turbine is an essential element of the turbine which gains 
driving forces and power from the fluid flowing through the turbine flow passage. For the new 
turbine runner, the blades should be carefully designed so that the following hydraulic 
requirements are met. 
• The blade should change the angular momentum of the fluid by a certain amount. 
• The trailing edge of a blade should be a convex curve descending from the hub to the 
chamber wall. 
• The hydraulic losses due to the blades should be minimized. 
It is worthy to point out that the trailing edge of the runner blades should be such a curve 
that the area of the runner exit, which is a revolutionary surface obtained by revolving the 
trailing edge about the shaft axis, is large enough to achieve the desired kinetic energy recovery 
ratio. In addition, the trailing edge in a meridional plan view should have a certain slope so that 
the outflow water can flow downstream without colliding with each other. From the design 
requirements, it is seen that the essence of blade hydraulic design is to make these blades 
accomplish their functional purposes at a minimum sacrifice of energy due to hydraulic losses. 
To achieve this, the blade surface should follow the relative stream surface of the water in the 
runner. 
The fore-mentioned meridional flow analysis provides us with the distribution of 
meridional velocity and the geometry of the meridional flow lines. Under the assumption that 
the flow in turbine flow passage is axisymmetric, the intersection of a blade middle surface and 
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a series of revolutionary surfaces obtained by rotating the meridional streamlines about the 
center axis gives the relative trajectory of the fluid particles in the rotating wheel. The blade 
hydraulic design is to find this relative trajectory of the fluid particles on the surfaces of 
revolution. According to the treatment of distribution of meridional velocity and velocity 
moment in the runner, the design theories can be classified into one-dimensional and two-
dimensional types. 
In a one-dimensional hydraulic design theory, a flow parameter is a function of the 
distance along the middle meridional streamline of the flow passage, s, only (see Figure 4.13). 
It is equivalent to assume that any flow parameter is constant over a cross section of the 
channel. This resembles the scenario of a flow in a narrow and long passageway. Therefore, the 
one-dimensional theory is suitable for the design of blades in a narrow and long runner 
chamber. Using a one-dimensional theory, the designers divide the leading edge and trailing 
edge of the blades into several segments and determine the blade angle for each segment using 
velocity triangles so that the amount of changed velocity moment of the passing fluid is 
guaranteed. Between the leading edge and the trailing edge, a smooth transition of blade angle 
is applied in order to minimize the hydraulic losses due to the blades. The one-dimensional 
design theory is sometimes applied to obtain the preliminary geometry of the blades. 
In a two-dimensional design theory, a flow parameter is a function of both s and cr, which 
is a coordinate running across the cross section of the flow passage (see Figure 4.13). It is 
obvious that flow parameters are no longer assumed to constant over a cross section of the 
channel. This is generally the characteristic of flows in a broad and short passageway, which is 
usually used in a low-head hydropower turbine. Since the new updraft turbine is basically 
designed for low-head hydropower applications, a rigorous hydraulic design of the turbine 
blades should based on a two-dimensional design theory. Therefore, a two-dimensional blade 
design theory, which has been developed for the design of the blades of the new turbine 
system, will be described in details in this section. 
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Figure 4.13 Curvilinear coordinates for flow analysis in runner flow passage 
As mentioned above, the principle of minimizing hydrodynamic losses requires the blade 
surface coincide with the relative trajectory of fluid particles. Hence, blade geometry can be 
obtained through analyzing the relative movement of fluid particles in the runner chamber. In 
an infinitesimal time interval, dt, the distance that a fluid particle has moved along the 
meridional streamline direction, dl, is given by, 
dl = Vmdt (4.49) 
where / is defined as the curvilinear distance along a meridional streamline from the leading 
edge. During the same time period, the displacement of a water particle in the peripheral 
direction, rd0, in a frame of reference moving with the runner is expressed as, 
rdO=Wudt (4.50) 
Substitution of W u  =  U - V u ,  which is known from the velocity triangle, yields that, 
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rdô = (U -Vu)dt (4.51) 
Eliminating dt from Equations (4.49) and (4.51) leads to 
(4.52) 
This equation is called the differential equation for the blade middle line. From this equation, it 
is seen that the middle line of the blades can be determined once the variation of meridional 
and peripheral velocity components in the runner chamber is known and the rotation speed is 
given. In engineering design procedure, it is often more convenient to use the finite difference 
form of this equation, which is given as 
The distribution of Vm in the runner chamber is known from the meridional flow analysis 
as described in Section 4.3.5. The other quantity that is still remained to be determined before 
we can use Equation (4.53) to design a blade is the change of the velocity moment, Vur, in the 
chamber. 
The variation of Vur in the chamber affects load distribution on the blades and the three-
dimensional shape of the leading edge and the trailing edge of the blades. In general, designers 
select the variation pattern based on the experience on the runners of good performance. Once 
the change of Vur along a streamline, e.g., the outer edge of the blade, is given, the variation of 
Vur along other streamlines in the runner chamber can determined based on the fact that the 
velocity moment of the fluid is changed by an identical amount along each streamline. 
However, it is worthy to point out that the velocity moment of the fluid is not constant over a 
cross section of the flow passage. It decreases linearly from the hub to the chamber wall, as 
described in Section 4.3.6. Therefore, the quantities of velocity moment at the leading point 
and trailing point of each streamline in runner passage change accordingly. As shown in Figure 
V r A/ = — Ad 
( û r ~  -  V r  (4.53) 
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4.14, if the variation of velocity moment along the chamber wall streamline is given as the top 
curve, the change of Vur along other curves is given by the lower curves. In this figure, /is a 
normalized quantity which denotes the ratio of the distance between the leading point and a 
blade surface control point along a meridional streamline to the total length of the meridional 
streamline between the leading point and the trailing point. 
Vur for chamber wall streamline 
Vur for hub 
streamline ^ 
0 
Figure 4.14 Determination of variation of velocity moment along streamlines 
The assumption of irratational meridional flow implies that the intersection of a 
meridional plane and the blade middle surface is a line of constant velocity moment. According 
to the analysis given in Section 4.3.6, the velocity moment is not a constant along the leading 
edge the blades for the updraft hydropower turbine runner. It follows that the leading edge of 
the blades is not in the same meridional plane, neither is the trailing edge. The three-
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dimensional shape of the leading edge and trailing edge of the blade is affected by the variation 
pattern of velocity moment along streamlines in the chamber. Discussed here is the effect of 
three Vur variation patterns on the geometry of the leading edge and the trailing edge of the 
runner blades. 
If an upward convex curve is selected for the variation of Vur along the chamber wall 
streamline, as shown by the upper curve in Figure 4.15(a), the change of velocity moment 
along the hub streamlines will be given as the lower curve in Figure 4.15(a). It is seen that a 
long distance along the chamber wall streamline is required for the velocity moment along this 
streamline to reduce to the same quantity as the velocity moment at the leading point of the hub 
streamline. This means that the fluid has traveled a long distance near the chamber wall 
streamline before its velocity moment reduces to the same as that of the fluid which just enters 
the runner at the hub. The wrap angle of the blade leading edge, which is defined as the 
difference in 9 coordinate of the hub end and the shroud end of the leading edge, will be very 
large, as shown in Figure 4.15(b). By a similar analysis, if a downward convex curve is 
selected for the variation of velocity moment along the chamber wall streamline, as shown in 
Figure 4.16(a), the wrap angle of the blade trailing edge will be very large, as shown in Figure 
4.16(b). In both cases, the strength of the blade would be deteriorated, and rotational vibration 
could be easily induced while the runner is operating. On the other hand, if a linear decrease 
pattern is chosen for the variation of velocity moment in runner passage, as shown in Figure 
4.17(a), the wrap angle of the leading edge and that of the trailing edge will be even and 
moderate. This will help make the blades stronger and improve the mechanical performance of 
the blades. 
With the meridional velocity and the variation of velocity moment in the runner 
determined, the blade middle surface can be designed using Equation (4.53). The blade is 
designed along the meridional streamlines. The chamber wall streamline of which the total 
length is known and along which the primary velocity moment variation is chosen, is divided 
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Change of Vur along chamber wall streamline 
Change of Vur along hub streamline 
Leading edge 
(b) 
Figure 4.15 Influence of an upward 
Trailing edge 
convex variation of Vur on blade shape 
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Vur 
Change of Vur along chamber wall streamline 




Figure 4.16 Influence of a downward convex 
Trailing edge 
variation of Vur on blade shape 
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Vur î 1 
Change of Vur along chamber wall streamline 
Change of Vur along hub streamline 
s 
(a) 
Leading edge Trailing edge 
(b) 
Figure 4.17 Influence of a linear variation of Vur on blade shape 
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into several equal segments. The corresponding 6 coordinate increment is calculated using 
Equation (4.53). Therefore, the coordinates of the control points for blade surface along this 
streamline can be determined. For other meridional streamlines, the initial velocity moment of 
the fluid is computed from the variation pattern of velocity moment along the leading edge. 
This value is used to interpolate the previously designed streamline data to obtain the 9 
coordinate of the starting point of the streamline which is currently designed. For the 
consequent part of the streamline, which overlaps with the previously designed streamline in 9 
coordinate, guess is made for the length of the meridional streamline segment. The 
corresponding 9 coordinate increment is calculated using the blade equation. The initial guess 
for the length of meridional streamline segment is modified till the corresponding 9 coordinate 
increment is equal to that of the corresponding segment of the previous streamline. This is 
essentially a trial-and-error procedure, and can be conducted using the GoalSeek tool of a 
spreadsheet program. For the portion near the trailing edge, which does not overlap with the 
previously designed streamline, the length of the streamline segment is extrapolated from the 
overlapped part of the currently designed streamline so that the change of velocity moment is 
smooth along this streamline. The corresponding 9 coordinate increment is computed directly. 
This design calculation can be easily carried out using a tabulation computation as shown in 
Figure 4.18. Due to the difference in meridional velocity and the relative velocity, the wrap 
angle of the blade along each streamline is not necessarily identical. 
The above-described blade design method needs the pre-selection of the meridional 
projection of the blade leading edge. The shape of the blade trailing edge is determined by the 
blade surface design calculation as presented above. As mentioned at the beginning of this 
section, the blade design should result in a parabolic surface for runner exit and a satisfactory 
slope for the parabola. If these requirements are not met, the meridional project of the blade 
leading edge needs to be modified and consequentially the blade surface needs to be re­
designed. 
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Notes: 1. s is the curvilinear distance from the base of the runner chamber along a meridional streamline 
2. sTE is the curvilinear distance of the blade leading edge from the base of the runner chamber 
along a meridional streamline. 
3.1 is the curvilinear distance from the blade leading edge along a meridional streamline. 
4. For the shroud streamline and for the segments of other streamlines that do not overlap with the 
previously designed streamline, a ' is known and A0 can be directly calculated using eq. (4.53). 
5. For other streamline segments, A0 is equal to A0 of corresponding segments of the previously 
designed streamline, A I is given a guess value, and A## is calculated using eq. (4.53). 
GoalSeek is performed on s with goal equal to 0 and by varying a /• 
Figure 4.18 A tabular calculation for blade design 
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4.6 Hydraulic Design Procedure and A Sample Design of the Kao Turbine 
In this section, a hydraulic design procedure for the Kao turbine system using the above-
described design method is demonstrated through the design of a sample prototype Kao 
turbine. The sample turbine will be numerically investigated in Chapter 6, and will be 
improved based on the flow information given by the CFD flow simulations. 
1. Determination of turbine designed operation parameters 
The sample turbine is designed to operate under the following conditions. 
Flow rate ( Q )  = 25.35 cms, Head (//)= 15 m ,  Speed ( n )  = 240 rpm 
2. Preliminary design of turbine flow passage 
The divergent runner chamber is designed first. The following quantities are specified for 
this design. 
1. The velocity moment at runner exit, Vu2r2 = 0. 
2. The velocity moment decreases linearly from runner entrance to exit. 
3. The residual kinetic energy at runner exit is 4.5% of the turbine net head. 
4. The meridional kinetic energy head at runner entrance is 28.5% of the turbine net 
head. 
5. The ratio of hub diameter to runner diameter at entrance, di/D, = 0.4. 
By using the method described in Section 4.4.1, the runner chamber design is calculated 
as illustrated in Table 4.3. Note that the values for the above pre-specifled quantities could be 
adjusted in order to get a good divergent runner chamber. Based on Table 4.3, the runner 
chamber wall for the sample turbine is designed as shown in Figure 4.19. Parabola AB is 
constructed such that it is perpendicular to the chamber wall and the shaft surface. AB 
represents the outlet boundary for the consequent meridional flow computation and CFD flow 
analysis. 
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After the divergent runner chamber has been designed, the runner diameter at entrance, 
£);, and the hub diameter, dh, are obtained. The geometric parameters for other parts of the 
turbine passage can be selected according to the information given in Section 4.4.2. The design 
of this portion of turbine flow passage is shown in Figure 4.20 for the sample runner. The 
sample turbine runner contains five blades. 
3. Meridional flow analysis for the preliminary turbine passage 
Meridional flow in the preliminary turbine passage is computed using a finite element 
program developed in this study. As results, the meridional streamlines are plotted in Figure 
4.21. 
Table 4.3 Calculation for the design of divergent runner chamber for 
the sample turbine 
T / V "e* ». "m A d 
(m) (m2Zs) (m) ( m )  ( m )  ( m 2 )  ( m )  
0.0 0.00 5.855 0.000 11.400 4.275 2.768 0.620 
0.1 0.09 5.269 1.501 10.260 3.914 2.893 0.640 
0.2 0.18 4.684 3.001 9.120 3.554 3.036 0.661 
0.3 0.27 4.098 4.502 7.980 3.193 3.203 0.686 
0.4 0.36 3.513 6.002 6.840 2.833 3.400 0.715 
0.5 0.45 2.927 7.503 5.700 2.472 3.640 0.748 
0.6 0.54 2.342 9.004 4.560 2.111 3.939 0.789 
0.7 0.63 1.756 10.504 3.420 1.751 4.325 0.840 
0.8 0.72 1.171 12.005 2.280 1.390 4.854 0.906 
0.9 0.81 0.585 13.506 1.140 1.029 5.640 0.998 
1.0 0.90 0.000 15.006 0.000 0.669 6.998 1.145 
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4 ^ r  
(All units in m m )  
Figure 4.19 Preliminary design of the divergent runner chamber 
i ^ O C  
(All units in mm) 
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r(m) 
Figure 4.21 Meridional streamline in the preliminary turbine flow passage 
4. Modification of turbine flow passage 
Based on the streamline plot obtained in the previous step, the hub meridian is 
constructed as illustrated in Figure 4.22. Since the meridional flow velocity near the hub is 
small compared to that close to the runner chamber, no modification is made to the chamber 
wall meridian. 
5. Meridional flow analysis for refined turbine passage 
The meridional flow streamlines in the refined flow passage of the sample prototype 
turbine are plotted in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23 Meridional streamlines in the refined turbine passage 
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6. Design of blade middle surface 
The following quantities are specified for the blade design of the sample Kao turbine. 
1. The anticipated hydraulic efficiency at design point is 90%. 
2. The velocity moment at runner exit, Vu2r2 =0. 
3. In a flow cross-section, the velocity moment increases linearly from hub to chamber 
wall. 
4. The velocity moment decreases linear from runner entrance to exit. 
The flow computation in the previous section provides the variation of meridional flow 
velocity along each meridional streamline. The blade middle surface is designed along the 
streamlines, using the method and the tabular computation given in Section 4.5. 
7. Assignment of blade thickness 
The blade should be assigned a thickness at each section based on the geometric data for 
the airfoils with good hydrodynamic performance under comparative operation conditions. For 
this preliminary study on the new updraft turbine, the thickness is considered uniform over the 
entire blade. The blade, the runner, and the other system components of the sample prototype 
Kao turbine are demonstrated in Figure 4.24 through Figure 4.29. 
8. Turbine flow analysis and design optimization 
Flow computation should be carried out to investigate flows in the designed hydraulic 
turbine, and turbine design should be optimized if necessary. Three-dimensional turbulent flow 
analysis and initial design optimizations for this sample Kao turbine are presented in Section 
6.4. 
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Figure 4.24 3-D view of the sample runner blade 
Figure 4.25 3-D view of the sample turbine runner 
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Leading edge 
Figure 4.26 Plane view of the blade leading edge 
Trailing edge 
Figure 4.27 Plane view of the blade trailing edge 
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Figure 4.28 3-D view of the sample runner with a ring 
Figure 4.29 3-D view of the sample turbine system 
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CHAPTER 5 
PRELIMINARY TURBINE MODEL EXPERIMENTS 
5.1 Introduction 
A pilot model turbine unit has been designed and fabricated based on a one-dimensional 
design method. A turbine test rig has been set up and a series of tests have been carried out. 
Because of unexpected failure of one of the three water supply pumps, the test rig could not 
provide the turbine with the design discharge and head. The results of the tests give only the 
performance of the turbine unit within low-discharge operating range. A new test rig is being 
built in Tsinghua University in Beijing, China to further investigate the performance of the 
turbine system. Presented in this chapter are the results of model tests conducted in the 
Hydraulic Laboratory of Iowa State University. 
The turbine model experiments for the new turbine system aim at to investigate the basic 
turbine performance under various operating conditions. Similar to the energy testing of 
conventional turbines, the first phase of the experiments is to obtain a set of relation between 
the efficiency of the turbine and the operating parameters of the turbine to indicate the 
mechanical performance of the turbine unit. These relations include the turbine efficiency 
versus flow rate, turbine efficiency versus speed, and turbine efficiency versus turbine power 
generation under various needle valve opening conditions. According to these relations, the 
optimum operating ranges of the new turbine system are to be obtained and compared with 
those of conventional turbines. The tasks of the second phase of the turbine experiment, which 
are not fully included as a part of the scope of this dissertation research, is to investigate the 
eco-environmental performance of this new turbine system. They include collecting 
information about the mitigating effects of the new turbine design on down-stream water 
quality improvement and migrating fish passage. Presented herewith are some qualitative 
observations about water quality improvement of the model turbine experiment. Quantitative 
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analyses are needed to reveal the eco-environmental performance of the new turbine and are 
suggested for future studies of the system. 
5.2 Experiment Set-up and Procedures 
5.2.1 The Pilot Turbine Unit 
Based on the fore-mentioned general design concepts and a one-dimensional blade 
design method, a pilot turbine unit has been designed and fabricated at the Engineering College 
Machine Shop for the laboratory investigation of the new turbine system performance. The 
design head and flow rate of the model turbine are 1.7m and 0.113m"Vs respectively, and the 
design speed of the model turbine is 240 rpm. The model unit consists of a turbine base, a 
needle valve, a spiral case, a runner, a divergent runner chamber, and a power transmission 
shaft. The spiral case is made of composite material which consists of layers of light-weight 
fiber and epoxy-resin plastics. The runner blades and chamber are made of the same material. 
The rest of the turbine components are made of metal and plexy glass. 
The spiral case of the model turbine unit is a full spiral case. It is designed using the 
design method for the full spiral case of the conventional turbines. As shown in Figure 5.1, the 
inlet diameter of the spiral case is 203mm, which is designed to fit the existing pipe system in 
the laboratory. The outlet of the spiral case is a cylindrical surface with a diameter of 279mm. 
The height of the spiral case outlet is 70mm when the needle valve is fully open. Ten 
symmetric stay vanes are placed at the outlet of the spiral case at an equal curvilinear distance 
of 36° apart with respect to the center of the turbine shaft. The centerline of the stay vanes is at 
an angle of 60° with respect to the radial direction of the shaft. At four cross sections of the 




(All units in mm) 
Figure 5.1 The spiral case of the model turbine unit 
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The divergent runner chamber and the meridional projection of the blade trailing edge are 
constructed assimilate the shape of a vertical free water flush in the air. As described in the 
Bernoulli's equation, the water experiences decrease in kinetic energy and increase in potential 
energy from the bottom to the top of the flush. Therefore, the cross section of the water flush 
must expand in order to comply with the mass conservation principle. The runner chamber 
takes the shape similar to the divergent water flush. As shown in Figure 5.2, the height of the 
runner chamber is 16mm. Its inner diameter expands from 203mm at the bottom to 318mm at 
the top of the chamber. 
The top surface of a free vertical water flush assumes a shape like a parabolic dome. 
Hence, an appropriate shape for the meridional projection of the blade trailing edge should be a 
parabola, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The height, b, is determined by the kinetic energy at the 
exit of the runner chamber, and the distance, a, is equal to the radius of the outlet of the runner 
chamber. 
The blades of the model runner are designed using a one-dimensional theory. After the 
design parameters are given and the boundary of the blades is defined, the blade leading and 
trailing angles are determined to satisfy the Euler's turbine equation. Between the leading edge 
and the trailing edge, the blades transit smoothly in order to minimize the hydraulic losses. The 
model runner has 5 blades. The diameter of the runner at the entrance is 203mm, and that at the 
outlet is 305mm. 
As depicted in Figure 5.4, a quarter of a circle of which the radius is 83mm is applied as 
the meridian of the fluid guiding surface to form the upper portion of the needle valve. Oil is 
pumped into or out of the closed space beneath the needle valve to make it move up or down 
respectively along the center shaft. The movement of the needle valve adjusts the opening of 





(All units in mm) 
Figure 5.2 The divergent runner chamber of the model turbine 
a 




^ -p # 
(All units in mm) 
Figure 5.4 The needle valve of the model turbine 
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The pilot turbine is mounted to the foundation of the test rig at its base plate, and is 
connected to the energy consumption and speed control devices through the torque 
transmission shaft. Figure 5.5 presents a picture of the preliminary model turbine unit on the 
turbine performance test rig. 
Figure 5.5 A picture of the preliminary model turbine unit 
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5.2.2 Experiment Set-up 
The experiment set-up consists of an existing water supply system and the model turbine 
unit. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, water flows from the upstream tank to the entrance of the 
spiral case through an intake pipe. A butterfly valve prior to the entrance of the spiral case is 
used as the main flow rate control device. The water flows through the spiral case, the needle 
valve opening, and the turbine runner. The exhausted water exits the turbine system and enters 
the turbine basin. At the outlet of the basin, a weir is built to measure the discharge. The water 
flows to the downstream reservoir through the ground flume where another weir is located and 
used to provide a second flow rate measurement. The water in the downstream reservoir is 
pumped to the upstream tank, and is recycled during the experiment. 
The generated power is converted from a vertical-shaft direction to a horizontal direction 
by a 1:1 gearbox. Following the gearbox, a torque and speed transducer is installed to measure 
the power of the turbine. At the end, a chain-driven flying wheel with a pair of adjustable disk 
brakes is used to provide speed stability and consume the turbine power. The disk brakes are 
used also to control the speed of the turbine. 
5.2.3 Experiment Parameters and Their Measurements 
5.2.3.1 Head 
The working head of the turbine unit is defined as the difference in total energy of the 
fluid between the spiral case entrance and the exit of the runner. The water leaves the runner in 
a form of free flush. It can be assumed that hydraulic losses between the bottom and the top of 
the flush are negligible. Hence, the head can be translated as total energy difference between 
the spiral case entrance and the top of the outflow flush. As shown in Figure 5.7, the working 
head of the turbine unit is given as, 
A J? 
y 2 g 
(5.1) 
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where the subscript -1 indicates the quantities at the entrance of the spiral case. At the top of 
the flush, the pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure, i.e. pi = 0. If we ignore the small 
horizontal component of the fluid velocity at the flush apex, V} = 0. Therefore, the expression 
for the head can be simplified as, 
H  = z_| + -^—^ + —~ ~ - i  (5.2) 
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1. upstream water tank with overflow weirs; 2. intake pipe; 3. butterfly 
valve; 4. needle valve; 5. turbine runner; 6. oil tube; 7. oil tank; 8. 
oil pump; 9. ground flume; 10. downstream reservoir; 11. water pumps; 12. 
ground flume weir; 13. ground flume probe; 14. torquemeter and speed 
sensor readout; 15. flying wheel with disk brakes ; 16. torquemeter and 
speed sensor; 17. gearbox; 18. outflow flush measurement probe; 19. water 
column piezo-meter; 20. water supply pipe. 
Figure 5.6 The turbine model experimental set-up 
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Figure 5.7 A sketch diagram for turbine head measurement 
It is obvious from the above expression that to determine the turbine working head we 
need to measure the total energy of fluid at the entrance of the spiral case and the level of the 
outflow flush apex. A water-column piezo-meter with a measurement range from 0 to 3m is 
installed to measure the static head of the incoming fluid. The following relation is used to 
determine the dynamic head of the inflow to be included in the total head computation. 
The elevation of the outflow flush apex, zj, is measured using a probe. As shown in Figure 5.8, 
a pair of pressure holes has been drilled at the entrance of the spiral case, and the water from 
the two pressure holes joins together to give an average pressure before it is connected to the 





Figure 5.8 A sketch diagram tor static pressure measurement at spiral case entrance 
5.2.3.2 Flow Rate 
Two rectangular weirs are used to measure the flow rate. As described previously, one of 
the weirs is installed at the outlet of the turbine basin and the other in the downstream ground 
flume. The width and height of the turbine outlet weir is 0.537m and 0.392m respectively. The 
width and height of the downstream flume weir is 0.607m and 0.309m respectively. The 
discharge measured by each weir is computed using the following equation recommended by 
Chaudhry (1993). 
where Q is the discharge in m3/s, B the weir width in m, Ho the water depth in m above the weir 
crest, and Q the discharge coefficient which is given by the following expression. 
where P the weir height in m. Chaudhry shows that Equation (5.4) is valid when Ho/P < 5. The 
average of the measurements given by the two weirs is taken as the discharge of the turbine 
unit. 
e=|sc,V2i//0,! (5.4) 
C„ =0.611 + 0.08^- (5.5) 
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In this preliminary model experiment, the needle valve is used to guide the flow from the 
outlet of the spiral case to the entrance of the runner and to regulate and control the flow rate. 
However, it is only used as a coarse discharge controlling device because its movement is very 
slow. The needle valve is pre-set at a certain opening. For an opening of the needle valve, the 
butterfly valve on the intake pipe accomplishes the fine adjustment of the flow rate delivered to 
the turbine. 
3. Turbine Power 
The turbine power is measured using the Himmelstein MCRT non-contact torque sensor 
2802 and the torquemeter readout model 66032. The MCRT 2802 is installed on the horizontal 
axis, between the gearbox and the flying wheel. This set of apparatus can measure both torque 
T and speed n in LB-IN and RPM respectively. Hence, the turbine power in watts can be 
computed using the following equation. 
Pa =0.0118327/1 (5.6) 
4. Shape of the Outflow Flush 
The shape of the outflow flushes is of special importance for this new turbine system. It 
gives an intuitive and qualitative indication of the performance of the turbine unit. In addition, 
it is a critical process of the new turbine system that helps to improve the downstream water 
quality. It is obvious that the energy of the water is not efficiently converted into turbine power 
if the outflow flush is high, large, and loose. If the flush is not stable, it may indicate that the 
turbine unit is not running at a constant speed due to primarily unsteady flow supply from the 
head tank. The ideal shape of the flush should be low, small, compact, and stable. However, it 
is worth to point out that smaller outflow flush does not necessarily indicate a better 
experimental run. If the flush is too small, the exhausted water will not have enough kinetic 
energy to cause sufficient turbulent mixing and air entrainment to improve downstream water 
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quality. Therefore, this new turbine system will not be able to achieve its original development 
objectives. In addition, small outflow flushes are often accompanied by high turbine speed. If 
the turbine speed is too high, the friction loss in the runner will increase. As a consequence, the 
efficiency of the turbine unit will decrease. 
For each experimental run, the turbine speed is adjusted so that a satisfactory outflow 
flush is obtained. Several representative flush shapes were measured during the turbine model 
experiment. For each outflow flush, it is assumed that its shape is axial-symmetric. The shape 
is measured in a meridional plane. A probe which can move in the vertical direction and along 
the radial direction of the turbine axis is used to measure the r and z coordinates of the flush 
nappe curve. 
5.2.4 Experiment Procedure 
This preliminary turbine model experiment is conducted in the following procedure. 
1. Do necessary preparations, such as checking the water level in downstream reservoir, 
powering up electronic devices, loosening the disk brakes, etc. 
2. Set the needle valve to a pre-determined opening. 
3. Start pumping water to the upstream head water tank. 
4. After overflow has occurred in upstream tank, open the butterfly valve and adjust the 
discharge to a desired value. 
5. Adjust the turbine speed. 
6. After the turbine unit has steadily operated for 3 - 5 minutes, take the readings for the 
measurement of head, discharge, turbine power, and the outflow flush shape. 
7. Adjust the opening of the butterfly valve, and repeat 5 and 6 for another discharge till 
enough operating points for this needle valve opening have been measured. 
8. Close the butterfly valve and turn off the pumps. 
9. Repeat 2 to 7 for another needle valve opening till all pre-determined needle valve 
openings have been tested. 
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10. Do necessary finish-ups, such as draining the turbine basin and the flume, turning off 
the electronic devices, etc. 
5.3 Experimental Results and Discussions 
A series of preliminary turbine model tests has been carried out to investigate the 
performance of the new turbine system. Due to the unexpected restriction of the water supply 
system of the laboratory, the flow rate and the head were not able to reach the design values of 
the model turbine. In addition, the inadequate capacity of the upstream tank and the usage of 
butterfly valve on the intake pipe make it difficult to maintain constant head over the small 
flow rate range. Under these circumstances, the experiment results reveal only the performance 
of the model turbine at low flow rate range. However, the test results do show clearly the trend 
of the performance of the model turbine, and can be used to verify the CFD modeling results 
and to validate the performance prediction made by the CFD analysis. 
5.3.1 Turbine Efficiency 
The relationship between the turbine efficiency and the output power is an important 
characteristic of the hydropower turbines. This relationship was measured for the model 
turbine under a series of different needle valve openings. The needle valve openings that have 
been tested are 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%. The test results are presented in Table 
5.1 through Table 5.6 and Figure 5.9 through Figure 5.20. For each opening, the flow started at 
a relatively low rate and increased gradually to maximum flow attainable. The rotating speed of 
the turbine was changed accordingly until the outflow water flush takes on an optimal shape. 
The trendlines of the measurement sets are complied in Figure 5.21 through Figure 5.24, with 
higher efficiency cases for 50%, 60% and 70% needle valve openings in Figure 5.21 and 
Figure 5.22 and lower efficiency cases for the same group of needle valve openings in Figure 
5.23 and Figure 5.24. 
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Table 5.1 Experimental results for 50% needle valve opening 
Date Meas. Discharge Head Torque Speed Input power Output power Efficiency 
point (cms) (m) (Ib-in) (rpm) (watt) (watt) (%) 
1 0.03010 0.4440 22.50 142.0 131.07 37.80 28.84 
2 0.03383 0.5418 32.50 150.0 179.76 57.68 32.09 
3 0.03554 0.6232 38.50 161.0 217.21 73.34 33.77 
4 0.03893 0.7472 47.50 180.0 285.26 101.16 35.46 
11/4,98 5 0.03893 0.7472 44.50 190.0 285.26 100.04 35.07 
6 0.04158 0.8207 53.50 201.0 334.58 127.24 38.03 
7 0.04365 0.9085 55.00 219.5 388.83 142.84 36.74 
8 0.04645 0.9856 63.00 235.0 448.97 175.17 39.02 
9 0.04894 1.1185 72.50 248.0 536.77 212.74 39.63 
1 0.02881 0.2236 24.50 121.5 63.16 35.22 55.77 
2 0.03179 0.2674 23.50 146.0 83.35 40.60 48.71 
3 0.03396 0.2902 22.50 163.5 96.62 43.53 45.05 
4 0.03643 0.3343 32.50 179.0 119.42 68.83 57.64 
5 0.03824 0.3682 44.50 182.5 138.06 96.09 69.60 
11/6,98 6 0.04007 0.4151 46.70 197.5 163.10 109.13 66.91 
7 0.04220 0.4672 55.00 205.5 193.34 133.73 69.17 
8 0.04333 0.4856 56.50 216.0 206.32 144.40 69.99 
9 0.04506 0.6046 68.00 218.5 267.16 175.80 65.80 
10 0.04668 0.6325 71.00 231.0 289.55 194.06 67.02 
11 0.04865 0.7510 73.50 246.0 358.33 213.93 59.70 
1 0.03223 0.5212 25.75 141.0 164.73 42.96 26.08 
2 0.03454 0.5765 27.50 162.0 195.25 52.71 27.00 
3 0.03686 0.6513 30.25 177.5 235.41 63.53 26.99 
12/4, 98 4 0.04016 0.7462 40.25 200.0 293.83 95.25 32.42 
5 0.04173 0.8049 45.00 209.5 329.37 111.55 33.87 
6 0.04288 0.8379 46.25 216.0 352.30 118.20 33.55 
7 0.04424 0.8562 48.25 226.0 371.41 129.02 34.74 
1 0.03178 0.4569 22.50 147.5 142.38 39.27 27.58 
2 0.03507 0.5121 22.00 169.5 176.12 44.12 25.05 
3 0.03797 0.5897 27.50 186.0 219.54 60.52 27.57 
12/16, 98 4 0.04086 0.6562 32.75 208.5 262.89 80.79 30.73 
(1st set) 5 0.04274 0.7232 44.00 218.0 303.08 113.49 37.45 
6 0.04501 0.7725 52.00 234.0 340.99 143.97 42.22 
7 0.04790 0.8977 66.50 242.5 421.63 190.81 45.25 
1 0.03210 0.4512 25.25 142.0 142.03 42.42 29.87 
2 0.03516 0.5236 27.50 170.5 180.53 55.48 30.73 
3 0.03875 0.6005 35.25 190.0 228.17 79.24 34.73 
12/16, 98 4 0.04112 0.6524 33.25 212.0 263.07 83.40 31.70 
(2nd set) 5 0.04401 0.7664 49.00 223.0 330.70 129.29 39.10 
6 0.04594 0.7976 49.50 242.5 359.29 142.03 39.53 
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Figure 5.10 The efficiency versus discharge curve for 50% needle valve opening 
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Table 5.2 Experimental results for 60% needle valve opening 
Date Meas. Discharge Head Torque Speed Input power Output power Efficiency 
point (cms) (m) (Ib-in) (rpm) (watt) (watt) (%) 
1 0.03086 0.4216 26.00 132.5 127.57 40.76 31.95 
2 0.03297 0.4537 27.50 151.5 146.66 49.30 33.61 
3 0.03597 0.5606 41.50 162.0 197.73 79.55 40.23 
4 0.03811 0.5909 36.50 188.0 220.78 81.19 36.77 
11/6, 98 5 0.04051 0.6869 47.00 200.0 272.86 111.22 40.76 
6 0.04279 0.7744 51.00 218.0 324.92 •131.55 40.49 
7 0.04511 0.8660 58.80 231.0 383.07 160.71 41.95 
8 0.04636 0.9029 61.50 237.0 410.46 172.46 42.02 
9 0.04790 0.9834 66.00 245.0 461.94 191.32 41.42 
10 0.04861 1.0279 72.50 244.0 489.94 209.31 42.72 
1 0.03346 0.3315 25.50 157.0 108.78 47.37 43.55 
2 0.03563 0.4077 34.50 169.0 142.43 68.99 48.44 
3 0.03729 0.4535 41.50 181.0 165.81 88.88 53.60 
4 0.03959 0.5245 44.50 190.0 203.60 100.04 49.14 
11/11, 98 5 0.04109 0.5706 50.50 207.0 229.90 123.69 53.80 
6 0.04216 0.6185 54.50 214.0 255.69 138.00 53.97 
7 0.04351 0.6625 55.50 223.0 282.68 146.44 51.80 
8 0.04497 0.7093 61.50 231.0 312.82 168.09 53.73 
9 0.04613 0.7440 64.50 240.0 336.52 183.16 54.43 
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Figure 5.12 The efficiency versus discharge curve for 60% needle valve opening 
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Table 5.3 Experimental results for 70% needle valve opening 
Date Meas. Discharge Head Torque Speed Input power Output power Efficiency 
point (cms) (m) (Ib-in) (rpm) (watt) (watt) (%) 
1 0.03138 0.2863 24.00 117.0 88.07 33.22 37.72 
2 0.04077 0.5236 38.00 210.0 209.33 94.42 45.11 
3 0.04265 0.5818 40.50 222.0 243.30 106.38 43.72 
11/11, 98 4 0.04355 0.6371 47.00 227.5 272.08 126.51 46.50 
5 0.04547 0.7085 50.50 234.5 315.92 140.12 44.35 
6 0.04631 0.7555 58.50 239.0 343.05 165.43 48.22 
7 0.04827 0.8315 69.50 245.0 393.64 201.47 51.18 
1 0.03089 0.4985 24.50 110.0 151.02 31.89 21.12 
2 0.03325 0.5348 28.00 144.5 174.35 47.87 27.46 
3 0.03533 0.5965 32.50 166.0 206.65 63.83 30.89 
4 0.04193 0.8322 46.50 207.5 342.14 114.16 33.37 
11/13, 98 5 0.04382 0.8708 47.50 219.0 374.23 123.08 32.89 
6 0.04474 0.8912 48.00 230.0 390.98 130.63 33.41 
7 0.04612 0.9357 54.50 238.0 423.20 153.47 36.26 
8 0.04790 0.9941 61.50 252.0 466.91 183.37 39.27 
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Figure 5.14 The efficiency versus discharge curve for 70% needle valve opening 
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Table 5.4 Experimental results for 80% needle valve opening 
Date Meas. Discharge Head Torque Speed Input power Output power Efficiency 
point (cms) (m) (Ib-in) (rpm) (watt) (watt) (%) 
1 0.03308 0.5224 23.50 151.0 169.46 41.99 24.78 
2 0.03558 0.5803 29.50 172.5 202.47 60.21 29.74 
3 0.03745 0.6537 37.00 180.0 240.08 78.80 32.82 
4 0.04015 0.7212 38.50 209.0 283.93 95.21 33.53 
5 0.04202 0.7871 48.50 216.0 324.31 123.95 38.22 
11/13,98 6 0.04328 0.8420 54.50 220.0 357.34 141.87 39.70 
7 0.04465 0.9137 62.00 222.5 400.01 163.22 40.80 
8 0.04510 0.9328 61.50 232.0 412.56 168.82 40.92 
9 0.04659 0.9680 63.50 245.0 442.20 184.08 41.63 
10 0.04865 1.0232 59.50 257.0 488.18 180.93 37.06 
1 0.03441 0.5645 32.50 160.0 190.44 61.53 32.31 
2 0.03643 0.6312 40.00 172.0 225.44 81.40 36.11 
3 0.03831 0.6886 39.50 192.0 258.71 89.73 34.69 
4 0.04024 0.7569 44.50 206.0 298.64 108.46 36.32 
5 0.04247 0.8185 52.50 220.0 340.85 136.66 40.09 
11/14,98 6 0.04373 0.8619 54.00 226.0 369.63 144.40 39.07 
7 0.04465 0.8826 56.50 232.0 386.40 155.09 40.14 
8 0.04529 0.9061 57.50 231.0 402.42 157.16 39.05 
9 0.04612 0.9510 55.50 243.0 430.09 159.57 37.10 
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Figure 5.16 The efficiency versus discharge curve for 80% needle valve opening 
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Table 5.5 Experimental results for 90% needle valve opening 
Date Meas. Discharge Head Torque Speed Input power Output power Efficiency 
point (cms) (m) (Ib-in) (rpm) (watt) (watt) (%) 
1 0.03150 0.4985 21.50 138.0 154.01 35.11 22.79 
2 0.03450 0.5587 23.50 165.0 188.99 45.88 24.28 
3 0.03724 0.6496 37.50 182.5 237.25 80.98 34.13 
4 0.03919 0.7010 44.50 196.0 269.41 103.20 38.30 
5 0.04104 0.7677 47.50 213.0 308.94 119.71 38.75 
11/14,98 6 0.04270 0.8155 52.50 221.5 341.45 137.59 40.30 
7 0.04415 0.8859 54.50 227.0 383.54 146.38 38.17 
8 0.04511 0.9218 58.00 236.0 407.76 161.96 39.72 
9 0.04626 0.9376 55.00 250.0 425.36 162.69 38.25 
10 0.04738 0.9789 59.50 250.0 454.86 176.00 38.69 
1 0.03195 0.5060 26.00 108.0 158.52 33.22 20.96 
2 0.03454 0.5664 23.25 165.0 191.85 45.39 23.66 
3 0.03703 0.6242 23.75 188.0 226.65 52.83 23.31 
4 0.03845 0.6940 36.00 194.5 261.68 82.85 31.66 
5 0.04016 0.7575 43.50 204.0 298.28 105.00 35.20 
11/22, 98 6 0.04144 0.8000 51.00 214.0 325.12 129.13 39.72 
7 0.04234 0.8378 50.50 220.0 347.82 131.45 37.79 
8 0.04369 0.8810 56.25 224.0 377.45 149.08 39.50 
9 0.04506 0.9564 57.50 235.0 422.61 159.88 37.83 
10 0.04571 0.9360 62.25 242.5 419.55 178.61 42.57 
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Figure 5.18 The efficiency versus discharge curve for 90% needle valve opening 
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Table 5.6 Experimental results for 100% needle valve opening 
Date Meas. Discharge Head Torque Speed Input power Output power Efficiency 
point (cms) (m) (Ib-in) (rpm) (watt) (watt) (%) 
1 0.03195 0.5060 19.50 141.00 158.52 32.53 20.52 
2 0.03429 0.5763 23.50 158.00 193.77 43.93 22.67 
3 0.03597 0.6006 27.75 181.00 211.82 59.43 28.06 
4 0.03863 0.6818 40.50 197.00 258.25 94.40 36.55 
11/22, 98 5 0.03989 0.7229 38.75 211.50 282.80 96.97 34.29 
(1st) 6 0.04198 0.7854 42.25 223.00 323.32 111.48 34.48 
7 0.04324 0.8568 51.00 229.00 363.28 138.19 38.04 
8 0.04493 0.9250 54.25 242.00 407.49 155.34 38.12 
9 0.04571 0.9564 55.75 242.00 428.70 159.63 37.24 
10 0.04696 1.0099 64.00 248.00 465.09 187.80 40.38 
1 0.03191 0.4748 23.50 139.00 148.55 38.65 26.02 
2 0.03400 0.5589 28.25 163.50 186.31 54.65 29.33 
3 0.03643 0.6187 30.50 181.50 221.03 65.50 29.63 
4 0.03850 0.6783 26.50 202.00 256.04 63.34 24.74 
11/22, 98 5 0.04047 0.7440 37.75 215.00 295.24 96.03 32.53 
(2nd) 6 0.04247 0.8167 45.75 226.00 340.15 122.34 35.97 
7 0.04392 0.8767 51.75 228.50 377.59 139.91 37.05 
8 0.04460 0.9105 47.50 241.00 398.23 135.45 34.01 
9 0.04650 0.9679 60.00 249.00 441.31 176.77 40.06 
10 0.04767 1.0007 56.50 257.50 467.71 172.14 36.80 
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Figure 5.21 The collection of efficiency versus power curves 
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Figure 5.22 The collection of efficiency versus discharge curves 
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Figure 5.23 The collection of efficiency versus power curves 
(with lower efficiency cases for 50%, 60% and 70% needle valve openings) 









Figure 5.24 The collection of efficiency versus discharge curves 
(with lower efficiency cases for 50%, 60% and 70% needle valve openings) 
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The experimental results for 50% needle valve opening are presented in Table 5.1 and 
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. It is seen that for most of the test cases, the efficiency increases 
from about 25% to about 40% within the test flow rate range and on an upward increasing 
trend. However, the model turbine efficiency reached 70% in the test case conducted on 11/6, 
1998 (hereafter referred to as the higher efficiency case). By inspecting the data in Table 5.1, it 
is found the significant difference between the higher efficiency case and other cases is the 
head. The head in the high efficiency case is lower than that in other cases. From the analysis 
of flow in the spiral case, it is clear that in the higher efficiency case the flow angle with 
respect to the radial direction of the center shaft at the exit of the spiral case is smaller than that 
in other cases. This indicates that under this test speed, the combination of the flow rate and the 
head in the high efficiency case results in relatively better agreement between relative flow 
trajectory and the blade surface. This also implies that under the similar test speed, the 
combination of the flow rate and the head in other cases is not optimal. This phenomenon hints 
that the new turbine system could reach high efficiency if the flow rate, the head and the 
turbine speed are in optimal combination as designed. 
Similar efficiency discrepancy between test sets was also observed for 60% and 70% 
openings. In the high efficiency case of each of these two needle valve openings, the efficiency 
curve does not reach its peak. The upward trend of the curves indicates that under the test 
speed and head, the optimal discharge for the 60% and 70% needle valve openings can be 
larger than that for the 50% opening. The optimal discharge could not be reached because of 
water supply system of the laboratory was unable to deliver sufficient amount of water due to 
unexpected pump failure. 
The cause of the head drop in the high efficiency case of testing groups for the 50%, 
60%, and 70% needle valve openings has not been identified with clear certainty. However, 
from the experiment observation, it is very likely that the water level in the upstream constant 
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head tank situated in the penthouse outside the lab was lower than the overflow weir level in 
these cases than in other cases. Initiated by this suspicion, we installed a pressure gauge on the 
intake pipe to monitor the water level in the upstream pipe on 11/13, 1998. This monitoring 
pressure gauge gave us a means to make sure that the water in the upstream tank was above the 
overflow weir level for all the testing points. Thereafter the efficiency discrepancy for different 
test sets for the same needle valve opening did not appear again. 
The installation of the pressure monitoring gauge make the efficiency curves for the 80%, 
90%, and 100% needle valve openings repeat themselves fairly well and all end in a upward 
increasing trend. Unfortunately, the discharge did not reach its optimal value in all these cases. 
If the water level in the upstream head tank is kept constant and the flow rate is only controlled 
by the needle valve, as will be the case in the model experiment in Tsinghua University, the 
inflow velocity moment of the turbine runner will not change much over the range of test 
discharge. Figure 5.25 depicts the velocity triangle analysis of flows at the leading edge of the 
blade assuming Vu, is equal to its design value. The analysis shows that the increase of flow 
rate will diminish the deviation of actual flow angle from the blade leading angle if the flow 
rate is less than its design value. That is, the increase of discharge before it reaches its design 
value can increase the turbine efficiency. This is also true when Vu is less or greater than its 





Figure 5.25 Velocity triangle analysis for the effect of discharge increase 
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5.3.2 Outflow Flush Shape 
The shape of the outflow flush was measured for a set of test operating points of the 
model turbine under 50% needle valve opening. The turbine operation data are presented in 
Table 5.7, and the shape of the flush for each turbine operating point is shown in Figure 5.26. It 
is seen that as the flow rate increases, the apex of the parabola for the flush shape slightly 
moves up. This is attributed to the increase of residual kinetic energy at the runner exit due to 
the increase of flow rate. 
For the specification of pressure boundary condition at the outlet of the computational 
domain of the numerical model, which will be described in Chapter 6, regression analysis is 
performed on the data for the shape of the outflow water nappe. Since the pressure at a cell 
close to the turbine shaft is used as the reference pressure in the numerical model, for each 
flush the elevation of all the measurement points is subtracted by the elevation of the point 
closest to the turbine shaft. The resultant shape data are fitted by a second-degree polynomial 
curve, as shown in Figure 5.27. The fitted curve will be used to calculate the pressure at the 
outlet boundary of the numerical model. 

















1 0.03243 0.512 21.00 133.0 162.73 33.05 20.31 
2 0.03558 0.593 25.50 172.0 206.83 51.90 25.09 
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5 0.04547 0.951 61.75 233.0 423.99 170.24 40.15 
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Figure 5.27 Regression analysis of the data for the outflow flush shape 
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5.3.3 Turbine Aeration 
The plunge of the outflow water nappe into the tailrace water was an impressive 
phenomenon of the model experiment for the Kao turbine. Figure 5.28 shows a picture of the 
water surging out of the runner while the turbine was running. It is easy to see in the picture 
that the residual kinetic energy of the water at the runner exit and the motion of the runner 
blades caused tremendous air entrainment and turbulent mixing in the tailrace water around the 
runner outlet. This turbine aeration mechanism can increase the dissolved oxygen 
concentration in the tailrace water. Although quantitative measurement is suggested for the 
accurate determination of the oxygen absorption efficiency of the new turbine system, it can be 
envisioned from this observation that the application of the Kao turbine can help improve the 
downstream water quality in the field where the water quality is a serious problem. 
Figure 5.28 A picture of turbine aeration during model experiment 
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CHAPTER 6 
CFD ANALYSIS OF FLOWS IN THE NEW UPDRAFT TURBINE 
6.1 Introduction 
With the availability of high-speed digital computers and efficient algorithms, the 
computational method is emerging to become a state-of-the-art approach to solve engineering 
problems. It is a new member of the family of solution seeking methods for engineering, which 
previously contained the traditional theoretical and experimental methods. The unique 
advantages of the computational method, such as low cost, short time cycle, and good 
capability to deal with complex problems, result in its extensive utilization to design and 
analyze engineered systems. In fluid-flow-related areas, the CFD holds pace with the 
development of computational methods in engineering. It has gained more and more attentions, 
and the progress in this area during the last 40 years has been extraordinary. As reviewed in 
Section 2.3, many advanced numerical schemes and solution algorithms have been developed 
for efficient and accurate simulation of fluid flow phenomena. The literature reviews also show 
that the progress of CFD technology is equally visible in the hydropower turbine design 
discipline. The CFD methodology has been widely applied by researchers as well as industrial 
manufacturers to design hydraulic turbines, to investigate flow fields in turbine flow passage, 
and to determine machine performance under various conditions 
The computational approach is an approximate solution-finding method which bases 
itself on the fundamental physical laws and empirical experience. In general, credibility 
assessment is required for a newly developed computational model before it is applied to 
analyze engineered systems in the real world. Credibility assessment can be conducted in 
such phases as verification, validation, and calibration, with each phase aiming at eliminating 
different sources of uncertainties and errors associated with the model. A general guide for 
credibility assessment of CFD simulations has been proposed in Oberkampf et al. (1998). On 
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the other hand, it is believed that for a computational model constructed based on an 
established commercial CFD code it is not necessary to go through all the phases of 
credibility assessment. It can be assumed that the code has been rigorously verified and 
validated before it is released. One merely needs to make sure that the intended simulation falls 
in the applicability range of the code on which the simulation is based, and if possible to 
calibrate the model through comparison with experiment measurements in order to obtain 
better credibility of the prediction. This study uses the Star-CD code, which is popularly used 
in academic and industrial applications, as the modeling platform. Comparisons of the 
numerical modeling results and the turbine model experimental measurements are performed 
before this computational method is applied to design and simulate the flows in the new turbine 
flow passageway. 
This chapter describes the numerical analysis and simulation of flows in the new turbine 
system. Section 6.2 gives a brief description of pertaining features of Star-CD. Section 6.3 
presents the flow simulations for the pilot model turbine system. The procedure for model 
creation and specification is first presented. Then, the numerical simulation results are 
compared with the measurements of the turbine model tests presented in Chapter 5. After that, 
computations are carried out to extend the turbine efficiency curves and to find the optimal 
operating points of the model turbine. Section 6.4 presents the numerical flow analysis for the 
sample Kao turbine which has been designed in Chapter 4. Similarly, the procedure for model 
creation and specification is first described. Then, computations are conducted to evaluate the 
sample turbine design and initial design optimizations are performed to improve the turbine 
design. Finally, the flow analysis for the improved turbine system is presented and the 
performance of the sample turbine is evaluated. 
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6.2 Description of Pertaining Features of Star-CD 
6.2.1 General 
Star-CD is a powerful CFD tool for analyzing fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena in 
a computer-aided analysis environment. It is produced and released by Computational 
Dynamics Limited. The code system consists of the main analysis code, STAR, and the pre­
processor and post-processor code, PROSTAR. The name STAR stands for Simulation of 
Turbulent flow in Arbitrary Regions. The built-in models of STAR support the analysis of an 
extensive range of flow phenomena, including steady-state flows, transients, compressibility, 
turbulence, heat transfer, mass transfer, chemical reaction and multi-phase flows. In addition to 
a general geometry-modeling capability, Star-CD also provides interfaces with popular 
proprietary CAD/CAE systems such as IDEAS™, ANASYS™, ICEM™, etc. These features 
render Star-CD applicable to analyze complex flows in complex geometry, e.g., the flows in 
turbine passage. Star-CD has been widely applied in the industries such as mechanical, 
automotive, aerospace, building and environment, chemical, etc. The turbine development 
group of HITACHI uses this CFD code to analyze and design hydraulic turbines. 
6.2.2 Related Physical Laws and Models 
The flow field governing equations solved by Star-CD are the general mass and 
momentum conservation equations in a rotating frame of reference, a variant of the standard 
Navier-Stokes equations presented in Chapter 4, which can be written in Cartesian tensor 
notation as, 
i7T,(^p)+'tl(p"')=s- ( 6 1 )  
5>, - r.) = -fU*, (6.2) 
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where p is the density of the fluid, x, (/' = 1, 2, 3) the Cartesian coordinates, w, the absolute 
velocity component in direction x„ the relative velocity equal to w, - uCJ in which ucj is the 
moving velocity of the local coordinate frame, % the stress tensor components, sm the mass 
source, s, momentum source components representing the sum of the body and other external 
forces, and yfd the determinant of metric tensor. 
The turbulence closures available in Star-CD are variants of the k-e model, k-l model, and 
direct prescription of the turbulent viscosity. The variants of the k-e model include the standard 
k-e model, the Renormalisation Group (RNG) k-e model, Chen's k-e model, and two-layer 
models. All these variants comprise partial differential equations for the transport of the 
turbulence energy k and its dissipation rate e. The standard k-e model in conjunction with 
algebraic "law of the wall" representations of flow within boundary layers is suitable for 
analysis of flow with high Reynolds number. The RNG model extends the applicability of k-e 
model to the low Reynolds number flows (cited from the FLUENT™ manuals). Chen's model 
uses an extra time scale to allow the energy transfer mechanism of turbulence to respond to the 
mean strain rate more effectively. Both the RNG and Chen's models also need a wall function 
to represent the distribution of flow parameters within boundary layer near the wall. Two-layer 
models require fine mesh near the wall to resolve properly the distributions of flow variables 
within the boundary layer where a one-equation model or the mixing-length model can be 
applied. Although two-layer models sometimes can result in a better solution than other k-e 
models, they require more computation resources and therefore expensive to use. The k-l 
model eliminates the transport equation for e and requires users to specify the spatial 
distribution of the length scale /. The turbulence closure of direct prescription of the turbulence 
viscosity involves no differential equation but is of limited applicability. In this study, the 
standard W model in conjunction with a wall function is applied to compute the turbulent flow 
in the passageway of the Kao turbine system. 
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6.2.3 Related Numerical Solution Techniques 
The partial differential equations governing the flow field are discretized using a finite-
volume approach with the cell-centered method. They are first integrated over the individual 
cells and approximate the values of dependent variables at the grid point which is at the center 
of the cell. This approach preserves the conservation properties of the governing partial 
differential equations. 
Star-CD provides a variety of schemes for spatial flux discretisation which can be 
classified into three categories: low-order, high-order, and blended. The upwind differencing 
(UD) is the single low(first)-order scheme available in Star-CD. This scheme is easy to use and 
can produce solutions which obey the expected physical bounds, but it has greater truncation 
error and sometimes generates numerical dissipation. The high-order schemes include the 
linear upwind differencing (LUD), the central differencing (CD), and the quadratic upstream 
interpolation of convective kinematics (QUICK). These schemes have higher accuracy, but the 
resultant equations are more difficult to solve and sometimes they are accompanied by 
numerical dispersion, which can lead to physically impossible solutions. The blended or 
filtered schemes consist of the self-filtered central differencing (SFCD), the Gamma 
differencing, and the blended differencing (BD). This class of schemes uses a dissipation term 
to suppress the spatial oscillations at discontinuities and preserve high-order accuracy 
elsewhere. This type of schemes involves additional nonlinearities and coupling which can 
adversely affected their performance. Star-CD allows different discretization schemes to be 
used for different conservation laws. 
Star-CD employs implicit methods to solve the algebraic equations obtained from the 
discretization of the governing equations. It incorporates three efficient implicit solution 
algorithms which are SIMPLE (Patankar and Spalding 1972), PISO(Issa 1986; Issa et al. 1986; 
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Issa et al. 1991), and SIMPISO. All of them employ the predictor-corrector solution strategy. 
In Star-CD, the SIMPLE and SIMPISO algorithms are solely for steady-state calculations, and 
the PISO is applicable for both unsteady-state and steady-state computations but is particularly 
suitable for the former. For steady-state calculations using SIMPLE and SIMPISO, the time 
derivative terms are eliminated from the finite volume equations, and the equations are solved 
in an iterative manner. For stability reasons, under-relaxation is necessary for each dependent 
variable. SIMPLE is an efficient and accurate algorithm for orthogonal grids, but its 
performance is inadequate for highly distorted grids. SIMPISO is a combination of SIMPLE 
and PISO. It contains extra corrective measures to account for the additional pressure gradient 
terms arising from grid nonorthogonality. It is more robust than SIMPLE for highly distorted 
grids, and it requires the specification of relaxation factor for the pressure calculation and takes 
more time to perform in each iteration. The PISO algorithm retains the time derivative terms in 
the governing equations, and uses a time marching method to solve the equations. When 
applied to compute steady-state flows, it iterates in time domain until the variation of the 
dependent variables is less than a prescribed value. Similarly, it performs under-relaxation on 
each dependent variable. In the event of failure to obtain a convergent solution, adjustment of 
under-relaxation factor can be made for the violating variables. 
Star-CD incorporates meshing methods to accommodate the simulation of flows in 
turbomachines which contain mesh moving with respect to others. These methods include the 
regionwise mesh rotation and sliding interfaces and boundaries. The former is a simplified 
approach and particular ease to use and efficient for steady-state computations. With this 
method, the mesh in an entire region can be made to rotate at an angular velocity about a 
prescribed axis. Multiple rotating frames can be specified, each with its own rotating velocity. 
The regionwise mesh rotation method does not actually make the moving meshes rotate. It 
simulates relative mesh rotation by activating the appropriate rotational terms at cells within 
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each specified region. It does not require the explicit specification of sliding interface between 
regions. This study uses this method to account for the effects of fluid rotational movement in 
the runner. 
In addition, Star-CD provides a set of user subroutines through which users can tune the 
code for a particular application. The user subroutines can perform the operations such as 
specification of boundary conditions, source momentum due to body and other external forces, 
solution initialization, etc. It is worthwhile to mention that the effect of body force due to 
gravity need to be explicitly incorporated through a user subroutine because Star-CD does not 
consider the gravitational force as a default one. The detailed procedure for incorporating 
gravitational force into flow computation is given in Appendix D. 
Finally, Star-CD contains a powerful post-processor which allow users to visualize the 
computational results. This tool can generate two- or three-dimensional vector plots, contour 
plots and two-dimensional graphs, and map solutions for better visualization. 
6.3 CFD Flow Analysis for the Pilot Turbine 
CFD analysis is to be carried out to investigate the flow phenomena in the flow passage 
of the pilot model turbine that was used in the experiments described in Chapter 5. The analysis 
is divided into two parts, one to reproduce several turbine operating points tested in the model 
experiment, the other to predict turbine performance under flow conditions other than those of 
the model test points. 
6.3.1 Model Creation 
The first step of numerical model creation is to acquire the shape data of the model 
runner blades, because these data were not readily available. Since the numerical modeling was 
conducted in parallel with the turbine model experiment, the runner blade shape had to be 
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measured onsite, i.e., the runner was impermissible to be disassembled for the purpose of 
measuring the blade shape. The runner blade shape was transferred to a paper blade made of 
pulp-and-glue mixture. The mixture was applied on the suction surface of the blade. It held the 
shape of the runner blade when it dried. The paper blade was measured using a three-
dimensional coordinates measuring device. 
The next step of numerical model creation is to construct the blade surface using I DEAS 
Master Modeler. After adjusting the working coordinates to the cylindrical coordinate system 
and other appearance of the workplane, the blade surface control points obtained from the 
blade shape measurement are inputted. "Fit Surface to Points" function is used to create the 
blade surface from the control points. This is accompanied by the option of "Matrix of Points" 
which requires equal number of control points on each wire frame and produces a surface 
bounded by the outmost wire frames and the end points of each wire frame. A detailed 
procedure for blade surface creation is given in Appendix A. 
It is observed that the blade angle of the model runner is not very large, which mean that 
structured meshes with one face reside on the blade surface will not be severely distorted. 
Therefore, structured meshes are applied in the CFD flow analysis for the model turbine for the 
ease of model construction. The blade surface is meshed with shells using I-DEAS Meshing 
module. The procedure for meshing blade surface is listed in Appendix B. The resultant surface 
shells are shown in Figure 6.1. 
The shells are exported from I DEAS in the format of simulation universal file and 
imported into Star-CD by following the procedure given in Appendix C. The finite volume 
cells are constructed by extruding the surface shells. The fluid type of cells is employed for the 
flow passageway. The solid type of cells is used to represent the blades, which merely forms 
the internal boundaries and does not actually participate in the computation. 
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Figure 6.1 Discretization of the blade surface 
The cells in regions prior to and after the runner can be constructed similarly, but more 
easily. For the convenience of post-processing, it is suggested that different cell identification 
numbers be assigned to different regions of the flow passage. The fluid cells in the runner 
passage are given a spin index different from that for the cells in other stationary passages. The 
spin indices are relative to a spin index table where the rotational speed of the grids is given. 
In this preliminary analysis for the Kao turbine system, the effects of unsteady flows in 
the turbine passageway are neglected. Under the assumption of steady-state flows, the flows in 
all the blade-to-blade channels are identical. Hence, flow computations are only carried out in a 
single blade-to-blade channel in order to save the computation time and to reduce the 
requirement on computer memory. The meshes of the computational domain are shown in 
Figure 6.2. The blade is placed in the middle of the runner region. It is seen that fine meshes 
are used near the walls in order to capture the effects of walls on the flows, and that relatively 
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Region 3 
Figure 6.2 Meshes of the computational domain for the pilot model turbine 
coarser meshes are employed in the bulk flow zone for the sake of computation resources 
saving. 
6.3.2 Model Specification 
After the creation of cells for the computational domain, several other aspects of the 
numerical model need to be taken care of before it can be run. These aspects include the 
definition of boundary regions and boundary conditions and the specification of computational 
control parameters and fluid properties. 
Using the boundary tools of Star-CD, the boundary regions are defined and appropriate 
boundary conditions are specified. The definition of the boundary regions is illustrated in 
Figure 6.3. At the inlet of the domain, the inflow velocity is given in the local cylindrical 
coordinate system according to the flow analysis for the spiral case described in Section 4.3.2. 
Because the standard k-e turbulence model is employed in this model it is necessary to specify 
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the turbulent quantities at the inlet, such as the distribution of k and s of the inflow. The 
turbulence normal stress u is determined via estimates of the local relative turbulence intensity 
/, which is defined as 
' • j j  ( 6 3 )  
where U is the magnitude of the local velocity on the boundary. The turbulence intensity is 
usually much less than unity. Here, the turbulence intensity for a fully developed turbulent pipe 
flow, which is of order of Iff2 (cited from the Star ID manuals), is applied. The turbulence 
kinetic energy k is determined through the relation k = . And the turbulence dissipation 
rate gis evaluated by the following equation. 
^ 3 - 4 , 3 / 2  
e =-^ (6.4) 
where / is the turbulence length scale and is related to the turbulence mixing length. In this 
study, at the inlet / is considered as bounded by the characteristic dimension of the flow cross-
section and is an order of magnitude less than this dimension. 
The free-exit outflow feature of the new runner makes it natural to specify pressure at the 
outlet of the computational domain. In the turbine model experiment, the exit of the runner was 
partially submerged in the tailrace water, and it was observed that no venting effect is in 
presence underneath the outflow water nappe. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the 
pressure at the outlet of the computational domain is equal to the pressure due to the water 
column above the outlet boundary in the outflow water nappe (as shown in Figure 6.4). As 
described in Chapter 5, for most of the test points of the experiment, the operating parameters 
of the turbine were adjusted such that a satisfactory pre-envisioned outflow water nappe was 














Figure 6.3 Definition of boundary regions for numerical modeling of the pilot turbine 
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Figure 6.4 Pressure distribution at the outlet of computational domain 
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identical or proportional in shape. Therefore, a representative shape of the water nappe that was 
measured in the model experiment is used to compute the pressure at the outlet boundary for all 
the computational cases for the pilot model turbine. A user subroutine is required in order to 
specify this type of non-uniform pressure distribution at the outlet boundary. The detailed 
procedure for specification of non-uniform pressure distribution over the outlet boundary of the 
computational domain is given in Appendix D. The pressure at the top-most cell in the middle 
of the blade-to-blade channel is used as reference pressure in the model. 
At stationary walls, non-slip condition is applied and standard wall roughness is assumed. 
For moving walls, the same boundary conditions are specified in the rotating frame of 
reference. The spatially periodic nature of the turbine flows is ensured by establishing matches 
between nodes on the pair of cyclic boundary regions. 
The steady state flow in the turbine passage with water temperature at 20°C is to be 
calculated. Because the fluid cells near the runner outlet are distorted to some degree, the 
SIMPISO algorithm is adopted to solve the finite-volume equations. System-suggested values 
for relaxation factors and spatial flux differencing schemes are employed. The rotating speed of 
the fluid cells in the runner passage is set to equal to the speed of the runner in rpm. Implicit 
multiple frame formulation is applied to take into account of the effect of rotation on the 
momentum equations. The convergent tolerance is normally set at global residuals not greater 
than 10"4. In order to account for the effect of counter-gravitational flow, the gravity field is 
added in by specifying the gravitational acceleration in the z-direction and applying a user-
defined subroutine to take into account the source momentum due to gravity. A standard k-e 
model is employed to incorporate the effects of the turbulent flows. The characteristic length of 
the turbulence model is one order in magnitude less than the radial dimension of the runner 
entrance. The default values are used for other coefficients in the computations. 
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6.3.3 Method for Hydraulic Efficiency Estimate 
With the values for the flow parameters available from the solutions of the flow 
computations, it is possible to estimate the hydraulic efficiency of the turbine. The hydraulic 
efficiency estimate is based on the turbine energy equation, Equation (4.16). The input power 
to the turbine is calculated from the difference in total water energy between the inlet and the 
outlet of the computational domain, which are surfaces 0-0 and 3-3 respectively in Figure 6.5. 
The output power of the turbine is evaluated based on the speed of the runner and the 
difference in velocity moment at the runner entrance and exit, which are surfaces 1-1 and 2-2 
respectively in Figure 6.5. To avoid the possible numerical deviation of flow parameters due to 
the blade, the surfaces where the inflow and outflow velocity moment are actually evaluated 
are one cell layer away form the blade leading edge and trailing edge respectively. 
The input power and the output power are computed using the following equations. 
where Pm and Pou, are input power and output power in watt respectively, N0, N,, M and N} are 
the number of fluid cells at surfaces 0-0, 1-1, 2-2 and 3-3 respectively, fi = p AQ is the mass 
(6.5) 
i/zCz),-i/,(^.r) (6.6) 
energy of the water. 
d V flux at the cell face adhering to the evaluating surfaces, and h' =: + — + — is the total 








Figure 6.5 Definition of locations for turbine efficiency estimate 
A computer program has been developed in this study for automatic calculation of 
turbine hydraulic efficiency after the numerical simulation results are available. 
6.3.4 Comparison with Pilot Turbine Model Test Results 
To confirm the credibility of the CFD modeling, comparison between the numerical 
simulation results and the pilot turbine model experiment measurements has been conducted in 
terms of global parameters such as shaft torque and efficiency of the turbine. Comparison is 
made at six turbine operation points, three for the 100% needle valve opening and the other 
three for the 50% needle valve opening. The results are presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. It 
is noticed that the efficiency given by the numerical simulations is generally a bit higher than 
the measured efficiency. This phenomenon can be attributed to the error of the experiment 
measurements and the simplification made in the numerical modeling. A system error can be 
associated with the discharge measurement since we were not able to calibrate the measuring 
devices due to the facility limitation of the laboratory. Furthermore, the turbine efficiency 
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measured in the model experiment represents the overall efficiency of the turbine passage from 
the spiral case entrance to the top of the outflow water nappe. On the other hand, the turbine 
efficiency given by the numerical modeling only reflects the hydraulic efficiency from the 
entrance of the stay ring to an intermediate surface in the outflow water nappe where the outlet 
of the computational domain is located. In addition, the effects of tip clearance between the 
blades and the chamber wall is not taken into account in the numerical model. 
Table 6.1 Comparison of numerical results and experimental measurements for 50% needle 
valve opening 
Parameter Unit 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 
Experiment Computation Experiment Computation Experiment Computation 
Discharge cms 0.04365 0.04365 0.04645 0.04645 0.04894 0.04894 
Head m 0.909 0.894 0.986 0.994 1.119 1.153 
Speed rpm 219.5 219.5 235.0 235.0 248.0 248.0 
Torque N*m 6.214 7.086 7.118 8.289 8.191 9.559 
Input power watt 388.83 382.65 448.97 452.43 536.77 553.30 
Output power watt 142.84 162.88 175.17 203.98 212.74 248.24 
Efficiency % 36.7 42.6 39.0 45.1 39.6 44.9 
Table 6.2 Comparison of numerical results and experimental measurements for 100% needle 
valve opening 
Parameter Unit 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 
Experiment Computation Experiment Computation Experiment Computation 
Discharge cms 0.04198 0.04191 0.04493 0.04486 0.04696 0.04688 
Head m 0.785 0.791 0.925 0.920 1.010 1.011 
Speed rpm 223.0 223.0 242.0 242.0 248.0 248.0 
Torque N*m 4.773 5.363 6.129 7.015 7.231 8.104 
Input power watt 323.32 325.08 407.49 404.82 465.09 464.95 
Output power watt 111.48 125.24 155.34 177.77 187.80 210.46 
Efficiency % 34.5 38.5 38.1 43.9 40.4 45.3 
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To help us understand the need for turbine design improvement in this new system and to 
identify the ineffective components of the pilot turbine system, a detail presentation of the flow 
parameters is given here for operation point 3 of the case of 100% needle valve opening in 
Table 6.2. Figure 6.6 shows the three-dimensional plots of velocity vector at five flow surfaces 
in the blade-to-blade channels, with surface 1-1 close to the suction side of the blade and 
surface 5-5 close to the pressure side of the blade. Figure 6.7 depicts the flow velocity vector 
on the surfaces of revolution near the chamber, in the mid-span of the blade, and near the shaft. 
It is clearly seen that the relative velocity direction of the incoming flow to the runner is not in 
a good agreement with the tangential direction of the blade surface. The flow enters the runner 
in an angle larger than the blade leading angle. It collides with the blade surface around the 
middle span of the blade and bounces back. This deviation of flow from its designed pattern 
also leads to the formation of large flow circulation in the channel, which can greatly dissipate 
the energy of the water and reduces the turbine operation efficiency. This unfavorable flow 
pattern in the turbine runner chamber is attributed to the extra inflow velocity moment formed 
by the current spiral case. The pressure distribution on the blade surfaces is presented in Figure 
6.8. It is seen that reverse pressure distribution is in presence at several locations on the blade. 
This pressure distribution pattern is detrimental in forming a resistant force to the rotation of 
the turbine shaft and cuts down on the power generation of by the turbine. 
The close agreement between the numerical simulation results and the turbine model 
experiment measurements confirms the credibility of the CFD flow modeling for the new 
turbine system. At the same time, it also reveals the insufficiency of the pilot turbine design. 
This information is of great importance for the further development of design method for the 
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Figure 6.8 Pressure distribution on model runner blades 
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6.3.5 Extension of Efficiency Curves for the Pilot Turbine 
As known from Chapter 5, all the test points in the pilot model experiment are in the low 
flow range of turbine operation because of the laboratory facility limitations. Numerical 
simulations of turbine flow under larger flow rate have been performed with the intension to 
extend the turbine efficiency curves and to provide information for future experimental testing 
of the model turbine. The extended operation points are presented in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 
for 50% and 100% needle valve openings respectively. For all these predictions, it is assumed 
that the flow angle at the entrance of the computational domain maintains the same as that of 
the model test points. This assumption is valid for a full spiral case of which the exit flow angle 
is independent to the flow rate. Obtained from the simulation of model test points as described 
in the previous section, the flow entrance angle with respect to the radial direction of the center 
shaft is 54.7° and 71.0° for 50% and 100% needle valve openings respectively. Regression 
analysis is performed on the relationship between the flow rate and the turbine speed of the 
tested operation points, and the speed for the extended operation points is calculated from the 
resultant regression function. It is assumed that the combination of the flow rate, head, and 
speed of each operation point results in a satisfactory outflow water nappe, which was used as a 
controlling factor to select the test points during the model turbine experiment. 
The turbine performance at these extended points is less satisfactory due to the 
unfavorable flow phenomena in the runner as described in the previous section. Analysis of 
computed flow parameters indicates that substantial positive velocity moment still remains in 
the outflow water when the turbine discharge is low. As the discharge increases to a certain 
amount, severe flow separation occurs near the chamber wall and at the suction side of the 
blades. 
The simulated turbine operating points are added to the pilot turbine test points to extend 
the efficiency curves of the model turbine. Figure 6.9 through Figure 6.12 show the extended 
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Table 6.3 Extended turbine o perating points for 50% needle valve opening 
Parameter Unit Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
Discharge cms 0.05509 0.06274 0.07529 0.09411 0.11288 
Head m 1.444 1.892 2.786 4.488 6.611 
Speed rpm 271 302 345 397 440 
Torque N'm 12.357 16.533 25.387 43.541 67.562 
Input power watt 779.69 1164.15 2056.65 4141.98 7317.75 
Output power watt 350.68 522.86 917.17 1810.15 3113.03 
Efficiency % 45.0 44.9 44.6 43.7 42.5 
Table 6.4 Extended turbine operating points for 100% needle valve opening 
Parameter Unit Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
Discharge cms 0.05509 0.06274 0.07529 0.09411 0.11289 
Head m 1.379 1.804 2.687 4.362 6.477 
Speed rpm 298 335 386.8 450 502 
Torque N*m 10.932 15.528 20.594 35.881 56.686 
Input power watt 745.20 1110.03 1984.31 4025.97 7170.31 
Output power watt 341.15 509.65 834.19 1690.87 2979.93 
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Figure 6.12 Extended discharge ~ efficiency curve for model turbine at 100% needle valve 
opening 
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efficiency curves for the model turbine at 50% and 100% needle valve openings. Figure 6.13 to 
Figure 6.14 present a preliminary comparison between the model Kao turbine systems and the 
conventional turbine systems in terms of relative power ~ efficiency and discharge ~ efficiency 
characteristics. It is seen that under the operation mode of flexible turbine speed the high-
efficiency operation ranges of the Kao turbine system performs in similar patterns as the 
conventional turbines. It should be kept in mind that the data for the Kao turbine in the 
comparison are only for the pilot model turbine, which was preliminarily designed based on 
conventional turbine design criteria. A more creditable comparison with the conventional 
hydraulic turbines requires a good collection of performance data for the Kao turbines with 
modified design from model experiment and, ultimately, from field application. 
6.3.6 Prediction of Turbine Efficiency under Optimal Inflow Conditions 
As known from the above flow analysis, the current spiral case of the model turbine 
system provides unfavorable flow conditions to the runner. In order to investigate the 
performance of the pilot turbine runner under optimal inflow conditions, the runner is 
analytically isolated from effect of the current spiral case. The turbine operation points for the 
computation with this purpose are listed in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6. We assume that for each 
operation point there is always an appropriate spiral case to provide the required inflow 
conditions to the runner. 
Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 indicate that the optimal discharge for the model turbine is 
0.07529cms for both 50% and 100% needle valve openings. Flow visualization shows that 
when the discharge is greater than this optimal value, flow separation occurs in the runner 
passage, and the efficiency of turbine is suffered. Here, the computational results for point 3 in 
Table 6.6 are presented. Figure 6.15 depicts the vector plots of relative flow velocity on five 
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Figure 6.14 Preliminary comparison of hydropower turbine in terms of discharge ~ efficiency 
relationship 
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Table 6.5 Predicted turbine operating points for 50% needle valve opening 
Parameter Unit Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
Discharge cms 0.05509 0.06274 0.07529 0.09411 0.11288 
Head m 0.344 0.432 0.615 0.933 1.3 
Speed rpm 240 240 240 240 240 
Torque N*m 3.991 6.095 10.626 19.488 30.606 
Input power watt 185.50 266.32 453.49 861.52 1438.99 
Output power watt 100.31 153.18 267.06 489.80 769.21 
Efficiency % 54.1 57.5 58.9 56.9 53.5 
Table 6.7 Predicted turbine operating points for 100% needle valve opening 
Parameter Unit Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
Discharge cms 0.06274 0.06274 0.07529 0.09411 0.1129 
Head m 1.083 0.396 0.545 0.852 1.18 
Speed rpm 250 240 240 240 240 
Torque N*m 12.843 5.875 10.145 19.433 30.742 
Input power watt 666.20 243.53 402.63 786.10 1305.97 
Output power watt 336.22 147.67 254.98 488.40 772.63 





















Figure 6.15 Vector plots of relative flow velocity between two blades 
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Figure 6.16 Vector plots of relative flow velocity between chamber wall and hub 
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velocity on three surfaces of revolution from the chamber wall to the hub. It is seen that at this 
operation point, the relative flow in the runner agrees with the blade curvature fairly well. As 
shown in Figure 6.17, a much better pressure distribution in the runner flow passage is obtained 
at this operation point, although there are still a few zones with minor reversed pressure 
distribution. Analysis of computational results shows that there is still a substantial positive 
velocity moment in the outflow water, which can indicate that the discharge at this operation 
point is still under its design value. Due to the occurrence of flow separation, the improvement 
of performance of the pilot Kao turbine requires modification of the blade curvature. 
The ratio of kinetic energy recovery by the divergent runner chamber of the model 
turbine is also evaluated at this optimal operation point. The ratio is computed by calculating 
the change of the magnitude of absolute velocity from the runner entrance to exit. Figure 6.18 
illustrates the contours of the magnitude of absolute velocity in the runner chamber. The total 
kinetic energy recovery ratio is taken as the ratio of the average kinetic energy at the runner 
entrance K, to the average kinetic energy at the runner exit K:, which are calculated by the 
following equations. 
where f is the mass flux at the zlh cell face adhering to the runner entrance or exit, \V,\ is the 
magnitude of absolute velocity at the zlh cell, and subscripts I and 2 denotes the quantities at the 
runner entrance and exit respectively. This computation gives that the total kinetic energy 
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Figure 6.18 Decrease of velocity magnitude in the runner 
6.4 CFD Analysis and Initial Design Optimizations of the Sample Kao Turbine 
In order to examine and further improve the performance of the turbine design theory 
presented in Chapter 4, three-dimensional turbulent flow computations have been carried out 
for the sample prototype Kao turbine designed in Section 4.7. 
6.4.1 Model Creation 
Because neither the leading edge nor the trailing edge of the sample prototype runner 
blades is in a meridional plane, the computational domain for the related turbine passage 
becomes more complex than that of the pilot model turbine. For the ease of simulation model 
creation, I DEAS is used to generate the cells, and they are imported into Star-CD for CFD 
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flow simulation. The computational domain includes the stay ring, the passage between the 
stay ring and the runner, the runner, and part of the water volume following the runner. Each 
part of the domain is constructed separately, and all of them are joined together finally in I-
DEAS. Like the numerical model for the pilot model turbine, only the flow in one blade-to-
blade channel is computed in order to reduce the computational scale. 
The geometry of the flow passage is constructed using I DEAS Master Modeler. The 
region corresponding to the runner passage is created first. The blade surface can be 
constructed by following the procedure given in Appendix A. The resultant blade surface is 
copied and rotated to account for the other cyclic boundary of the domain. All other boundaries 
of the runner passage are surfaces of revolution. They can be easily generated by rotating 
corresponding meridians about the center of the shaft, followed by necessary surface trimming. 
After all the boundary surfaces have been created, they are stitched together to obtain the 
volume for the runner passage. 
Volumes for other passage regions can be constructed more easily using extrusion and 
revolution. Finally, all volumes are added together to form a single part representing the whole 
computational domain. It is worthy to point out that each region still corresponds to a distinct 
volume of the part. That is, the part will have four volumes, which represents the stay ring, the 
turning channel, the runner, and the discharged water volume respectively. This topology 
allows us to differentiate cells for different regions but still maintain the mesh connectivity 
between adjacent regions. The geometry of the whole computational domain is illustrated in 
Figure 6.19. 
The newly designed blades have small blade angle, i.e., the blades are very flat, near the 
trailing edge. If the flow passage is meshed using structured cells, it will result in cells with 
very small distortion factor near the trailing edge of the blade. This means the cells there 
deviate severely from a perfect square, which can deteriorate the accuracy of the computation. 
Figure 6.19 Geometry of the computational domain 
To avoid this pitfall, unstructured cells are used to mesh the flow passage. The discretization of 
the computational domain is accomplished by the automatic meshing function of the Meshing 
Task of I DEAS. The meshing parameters, such as the meshing method, the element size, and 
element type, need to be defined first. In this simulation, the complexity of the domain 
geometry requires free meshing which allows more flexibility in defining mesh areas. In 
preliminary computation, coarse cells are used to obtain the general characteristics of the flow 
in a short time cycle. As the analysis and simulation advance, the cells are refined in order to 
increase the accuracy of the computation. As for the element type, tetrahedron cells are used. 
Prior to meshing, surface dependency between the two side boundaries of the domain 
needs to be defined. This will allow the match between side boundary nodes to be found when 
the cyclic boundary set is created in Star-CD. After the elements are generated, they should be 
subject to quality check in terms of distortion and stretch factors. As the past computation 
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experiences suggest, the distortion factor should not be less than 0.7 and the stretch factor 
should not be less than 0.05 for tetrahedron cells (cited from the I DEAS online help). In the 
model, there should not be a significant number of cells which fail to meet these requirements. 
Otherwise, the meshing parameters need to be adjusted and the domain needs to be re-meshed, 
or even the domain geometry in the vicinity of the violating cells should be modified, till 
satisfactory mesh quality is achieved. Finally, the work in I DEAS can be wrapped up by 
exporting the mesh in the format of I DEAS simulation universal file. 
The grids generated by I DEAS are imported into Star-CD through the GUI interface. 
This is generally followed by the cell check to reassure that the cells meet the requirements set 
by Star-CD. Care should be taken to differentiate cells for different regions, Le. a distinct cell 
type number should be assigned to cells in each region. An example of meshes for the overall 
computational domain is illustrated in Figure 6.20. 
Figure 6.20 Meshes of the computational domain for the newly design turbine 
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6.4.2 Model Specification 
The specification of the numerical model for the sample prototype turbine follows the 
similar procedure and guideline described in Section 6.3.2. The outer boundary of the runner 
passage can be a stationary wall or a moving wall depending on whether the new runner has a 
ring which connects the outer edge of the blades. In this study, a convergent numerical solution 
has not been obtained for the case that the runner has a ring. The presentation of numerical 
analysis of flows in the sample turbine here only covers the case in which the runner does not 
have a ring. The definition of boundary regions for this numerical model is similar to that for 
the simulations of flows in pilot model turbine as depicted in Figure 6.3. For computing the 
pressure distribution at the outlet boundary of the computational domain, the outflow water 
nappe used in the flow computations for the pilot model turbine is amplified in proportion to 
the increase of runner outlet diameter. Because good quality meshes are obtained using 
unstructured cells, the SIMPLE algorithm is employed to solve the finite volume equations. 
6.4.3 Analysis and Initial Design Optimizations 
As the first attempt to investigate the flow characteristics in the turbine passage, a set of 
coarse grids (38133 cells) with a typical element length equal to 0.085m are used to discretize 
the computational domain, as shown in Figure 6.20. With the global residual tolerance set as 
10"\ the solution converges after 203 iterations. The results are inspected from several 
perspectives, each for different aspects of flow characteristics. 
Velocity vectors of major sub-domains are plotted in their local frame of reference 
aiming at to inspect flow adherence there. Figure 6.21 depicts the meridional velocity vector 
plot in the stationary flow passage prior to the runner. It shows that there is no flow circulation 
in this domain and the flow well adheres to the walls of the region. This indicates that flow 
separation is not likely to occur in this region. This phenomenon is in compliance with the 
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Figure 6.21 Meridional velocity vector plot in the stationary flow passage 
theoretical justification assured by the fact that the flow passage is convergent and the flow is 
in anti-gravitational direction in this region. 
Flow adherence in the runner passage is inspected via the vector plots of relative velocity 
in the moving frame of reference. As shown in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23, the relative 
velocity vector plots are given in five stream surfaces between two blades and three surfaces of 
revolution between the chamber wall and the hub. The plots show no flow separation in the 
runner chamber. This preliminarily verifies that the shape of the runner chamber and blade is 
acceptable. However, the grids for this computation are coarse, and computations with refined 
grids are needed before final conclusions can be drawn. 
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Figure 6.22 Vector plots of relative flow velocity between two blades 
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Figure 6.23 Vector plots of relative flow velocity between chamber wall and hub 
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The pressure distribution on both sides of the runner blades is of critical importance for 
power generation of the turbine. It is the pressure difference on two sides of the blade that 
provides the runner with driving forces. A preferred pressure distribution is that the pressure 
contours advance smoothly on both sides of the blades, and the pressure on the pressure side of 
the blades is always greater than that on the suction side. The pressure distribution given by 
this CFD simulation is depicted in Figure 6.24. It is seen that on the suction side, although 
there exist some negative pressure zones, the magnitude of the negative pressure and the area 
of the zones are not very large. They could be eliminated by changing the local curvature of the 
blade surface. The most undesired pressure distribution pattern in this simulation is that at the 
chamber wall end of the leading edge, the pressure on the suction side is greater than that on 
the pressure side. This will exert a resisting force on the runner and adversely affect the 
efficiency of the turbine. 
The cause of this unfavorable pressure distribution has been found to be the deviation of 
actual velocity moment distribution from its selected pattern for runner blade design. As shown 
in Figure 6.25, the distribution of inflow velocity moment demonstrates a non-axisymmetric 
characteristic under actual flow conditions. Although the velocity moment at the middle of the 
blade-to-blade channel agrees with the selected pattern fairly well, the difference between the 
selected and actual patterns of velocity moment at the vicinity of the leading edge is 
substantial, especially near the chamber wall. Flow velocity triangle analysis reveals that due to 
the decrease of inflow velocity moment near the chamber wall, the attack angle becomes 
smaller. The reduction in attack angle causes the pressure on the pressure side to drop and that 





















Figure 6.24 Pressure distribution on the blade 
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Several attempts have been made aiming to improve the pressure distribution. The neck 
of the turbine passage was first shortened by 0.25 meters. This was followed by changing the 
outer wall meridian from an arc and a straight line to an inwardly-declining curve intending to 
achieve a monotonie decrease of cross-sectional area of the flow passage prior to the runner. 
As shown in Figure 6.26 and Figure 6.27, no significant improvement in the distribution of 
inflow velocity moment has been observed. Shortening the turbine neck marginally changes 
the distribution pattern of the inflow velocity moment. It can also substantially reduce the 
excavation for power plant construction. Hence, this modification is adopted. 
The above-mentioned deviation of inflow velocity moment implies that the presence of 
the blades can affect the inflow conditions. A sound design method should take this into 
consideration. In accordance with the spirit of the modem design method for fluid machinery 
described in Section 2.3.2, a modified distribution of velocity moment near the leading edge is 
fed to the blade curvature design agent, and new blade surface is produced. A new model with 
the new blade as boundary is constructed and the flow is recalculated. This procedure is 
repeated until the zones of unfavorable pressure distribution on the runner blades have 
disappeared or reduced significantly in area. 
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Figure 6.27 Effects of passage modifications on velocity moment distribution (blade front) 
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6.4.4 Presentation of Computational Results for the Improved Sample Kao Turbine 
at Design Operation Point 
The flow in the improved turbine passage at design operation point is computed using a 
mesh of 52401 cells. Table 6.7 presents the turbine operation data used in the simulation and 
the turbine performance parameters obtained from the flow computation. Efficiency estimate 
gives that the hydraulic efficiency of this improved sample Kao turbine system at design 
operation conditions can reach 82.2%. The velocity vector plots illustrated in Figure 6.28 
through Figure 6.30 demonstrate that the flow is in good agreement with the blade curvature, 
and no flow separation occurs in the runner passage. Figure 6.31 illustrates the decrease of the 
total energy of the water from the entrance to the exit of the computation domain. This 
indicates that energy of the water is constantly extracted by the turbine runner. Figure 6.32 
presents the pressure distribution on the turbine runner blades. It is seen the pressure 
distribution on the blade is favorable. Although there is still an area of reversed pressure 
distribution near the outer portion of the leading edge, it has been confined in a very small 
region. It is important to notice that the negative pressure in the runner chamber is very small 
both in area and in magnitude. Figure 6.33 illustrates the contour of velocity magnitude in the 
runner chamber. It is observed that the kinetic energy of the water is also constantly extracted 
by the runner from the entrance to exit. The total kinetic energy recovery ratio of the runner 
chamber obtained from the flow computation is 9:1, i.e., 8/9 of the kinetic energy of water at 
the runner entrance is recovered by the divergent runner chamber. 
The suppression of negative pressure magnitude and area greatly reduce the possibility of 
cativation in the turbine passage, which, as reviewed in Section 2.2, is a primary cause of 
migrating fish injury and mortality. The gradual change of pressure in the turbine passage, as 
observed in Figure 6.32, can also contribute to the minimization of fish mortality in the new 
updraft hydropower turbine system. Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35 depict several relative 
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trajectories of fluid particles in the runner. They show the effects of the peripheral and axial 
locations of fish entry at the flow passage entrance respectively. By assuming that fish in the 
turbine are passive solid particles, the relative fluid particle trajectories can be used to present 
fish paths in turbine flow passage. This is a method for preliminary study on fish behavior in 
hydraulic turbines. It can be used to identify the locations where fish can be injured due to 
mechanical abrasion and other causes. More detailed study on the interaction between fish and 
turbine flows can be performed by coupling the equations for fish movement with those for 
fluid flows in turbine passage. 
Table 6.7 Operation and performance parameters of the sample Kao turbine 
Input data Output data 
Discharge (cms) 25.34 Vur_1 (m'm/s) 4.8178 
Head(m) 14.898 Vur_2 (m*m/s) 0.0415 
Speed (rpm) 240 Torque (N*m) 121054.8 
Input power (Kw) 3702.6 Output power (Kw) 3042.4 
Efficiency (%) 82.2 
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Figure 6.29 Vector plots of relative flow velocity between two blades 
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Figure 6.34 Fish paths in the sample runner passage 






Figure 6.35 Fish paths in the sample runner passage 
(effects of axial locations of fish entry) 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Summary and Conclusions 
This study introduced the new updraft free-exit-flow low-head hydropower turbine 
system (the Kao turbine system), an innovative technology for harnessing the vast hydropower 
potential of the world. The new turbine system, with the incorporation of environmental and 
ecological concerns in its design, can significantly improve the tailrace water quality of 
hydroelectric power plants and minimize fish injury and mortality in hydraulic turbine flow 
passage. The new turbine design concept also can increase turbine mechanical performance 
and can reduce the costs and shorten the time of hydropower development as well as turbine 
operation and maintenance. These advantages of the Kao turbine system render it be 
recognized as environmentally friendly, mechanically efficient, and economically sound. This 
fresh hydroelectricity generation technology can offer us an attractive alternative for 
sustainable hydropower development. 
The break-through in design concept brings many challenges for the development of this 
new turbine system. This study is the first stage of the development. It contributes to the 
preliminary analysis and design of the Kao turbine system. It applied the theoretical, 
experimental, and computational approaches to analyze the characteristics and performance of 
the new turbine and to develop methods for hydraulic design of the turbine system 
components. 
The theoretical approach analyzed the characteristics of flows in the new turbine 
passageway based on the fundamental principles of fluid dynamics. It investigated important 
aspects of turbine flow characteristics such as anti-gravitational effect, spiral flow, helical flow, 
energy conversion in turbine runner, meridional flow, inflow velocity moment distribution, and 
variation of velocity moment in turbine runner. On the basis of understanding the turbine flow 
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characteristics, this study proposed a set of principles, criteria, and methods for the hydraulic 
design of system components of the Kao turbine. The proposed hydraulic design methods and 
procedures have applied to design a sample prototype turbine. The theoretical analysis of the 
new updraft turbine system brought the following conclusions. 
1. The anti-gravitational flow reduces the possibility of causing flow separation in a flow 
passage expansion. The updraft flow passage arrangement in conjunction with the 
extraction of water energy in turbine runner make it possible to apply a divergent runner 
chamber to partially recover the kinetic energy of the water. In the new turbine runner, both 
the potential and the kinetic energy of water are extracted to generate power. 
2. The flow in spiral case and in stay ring follows a family of spiral curves. A full spiral case 
is suggested for flow distribution to the runner. The new turbine design requires fewer and 
smaller stay vanes. The elimination of wicket gates can reduce the overall dimension of the 
spiral case. 
3. The flow around needle valve is in the form of three-dimensional helical flow. The flow 
analysis indicates that the neck of turbine passage should be as short as possible in order to 
achieve favorable inflow conditions and to minimize excavation for powerhouse 
construction. Shortening the length of turbine neck is constrained by the maximum 
displacement of needle valve to fully close the flow opening. 
4. The density of runner cascades is generally larger than unity for the new turbine runner. 
The three-dimensional turbine flow is decomposed into flows in two orthogonal planes, 
meridional flow and blade-to-blade flow. The meridional flow is axisymmetric and is 
analyzed using a finite element program. The variation of velocity moment can account for 
the blade-to-blade flow. 
5. The inflow velocity moment increases from the hub to the chamber wall. This flow 
specification better represents the real flow in turbine passage, and can lead to runner 
blades with better geometric shape and increase the opening of blade-to-blade flow 
passage. 
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6. A method has been developed for the design of divergent runner chamber based on the 
conservation laws of energy and mass. The design method for other parts of turbine 
passage has also been recommended with reference to the experience on the conventional 
axial flow turbines. 
7. A two-dimensional method has been developed for hydraulic design of the new turbine 
runner blades. Designed with this method, the blade leading edge is not the intersection of a 
meridional plane and the blade surface, neither is the blade trailing edge. Comparative 
study indicates that a linear decrease of velocity moment from runner entrance to exit can 
result in better blade shape. 
The experimental approach preliminarily investigated the performance of a pilot model 
turbine. The design of the pilot turbine was described. In experiment, we measured the head, 
flow rate, shaft torque, and speed of the pilot turbine. The efficiency curves for the pilot turbine 
have been plotted. The shape of several optimal outflow water nappes was measured, and 
regression analysis was performed on these data to find a representative shape. In addition, the 
new turbine's capability of enhancing tailrace water quality was intuitively demonstrated. The 
following conclusions can be drawn about the pilot turbine experiment. 
1. The turbine was running at off-design low-flow operation range during the experiment due 
to laboratory flow supply limitations. For most of the experiment sets, the efficiency curves 
ends at about 40% and with an upward increasing trend. In a few sets, the pilot turbine has 
a higher efficiency. This indicates that under an optimal combination of discharge, head, 
and turbine speed, the pilot turbine can have a good efficiency. 
2. The experimental measurements and observation show that the outflow water flushes are 
low, which means that the residual kinetic energy at runner outlet is not large. The 
divergent runner chamber can recover most of the kinetic energy of the water. 
3. Experiment observations show that large air entrainment and turbulent mixing are caused at 
the tailrace water around runner exit by turbine exit flow. The process is known to 
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significantly increase dissolved oxygen concentration in water and improve the tailrace 
water quality. 
The computational approach uses CFD tools to analyze the three-dimensional turbulent 
flows in the new turbine flow passage. It provided us with the distribution of fluid velocity and 
pressure in the flow passageways. This information was used to evaluate and optimize turbine 
design, and to estimate turbine hydraulic efficiency. CFD flow simulations were carried out for 
both the pilot model turbine and the sample prototype turbine. For the pilot turbine, the 
numerical flow analysis extended its performance curves obtained in the model experiment, 
identified the turbine design insufficiency, and predicted the turbine efficiency under optimal 
inflow conditions. The CFD analysis of flows in the sample turbine evaluated the proposed 
methods for the design of the new turbine system components. It also identified the potential 
areas of design deficiency of the sample turbine and provided information for turbine design 
optimization. Computation of flow in the improved sample turbine was carried out, and the 
results were presented. The CFD flow simulations of turbine flow lead to the following 
conclusions. 
1. The comparison of the numerical simulation results with the pilot turbine experiment 
measurements confirms the credibility of the numerical model. The numerical model can 
be applied to predict flow characteristics in flow passage of the new turbine. 
2. The extension of efficiency curves of the pilot turbine is rather flat, which means that the 
turbine has a broad optimal operation range. This is possible because the turbine operates in 
the mode of flexible speed. Preliminary comparison with conventional turbines shows that 
the current pilot model of the new turbine system has an acceptable optimal operation 
range. 
3. Due to unfavorable inflow conditions provided by the pilot spiral case, the extension of 
efficiency curves cannot reach a high efficiency in higher flow range. 
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4. Performance prediction for the pilot turbine isolated from the current spiral case gives an 
optimal efficiency of 63.3% under 100% needle valve opening. This is under the 
assumption that there is an appropriate spiral case to provide the runner with optimal inflow 
conditions. Revelation of flow pattern in the pilot turbine also indicates that the turbine 
efficiency can be improved by optimizing the turbine blade design. 
5. CFD flow simulations for the prototype sample turbine show that the performance of the 
proposed methods for designing system components of the new turbine is satisfactory. No 
flow separation occurs in turbine flow passage. The overall pressure distribution in the 
runner is favorable. The unfavorable pressure distribution can be eliminated with blade 
curvature optimization. 
6. CFD flow analysis shows that the existence of runner blade affects the distribution of 
inflow velocity moment. In spirit of the modern turbine design method, the current study 
takes this phenomenon into consideration and optimizes the turbine design. 
7. The improved sample prototype turbine has a hydraulic efficiency of 82.2% under design 
operation conditions. The relative fluid flow in the runner is in a good agreement with 
blade surface. 
8. The small negative pressure zone and gradual pressure gradient in the new turbine flow 
passage provide a favorable environment for migrating fish. Fish paths obtained from flow 
computation can be used to study fish movement in turbine flow passage to minimize fish 
injury and mortality. 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
This study revealed the basic characteristics of the new updraft hydraulic turbine system. 
It proposed a set of principles, criteria, and methods for turbine component design as well as 
optimization approaches for the initial stage of the new turbine development. The findings of 
this study can serve as the foundation for future research on this environmentally friendly 
hydropower turbine system. To further implement this new turbine design concept, the 
following future research activities are recommended. 
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1. Further optimization and investigation of the sample Kao turbine 
This can be an immediate step following this study. The sample turbine can be further 
optimized to completely eliminate the unfavorable pressure distribution on the blades. Further 
investigation of the sample turbine can be conducted under more complex conditions. The 
complexities can come from considering non-uniform blade thickness and blade tip clearance 
and coupling the turbine flow with spiral case flow to better represent the real flows in the flow 
passageway of the turbine system. Other design alternatives such as shrouding the turbine 
runner can also be explored. 
2. Turbine model experiment and field application 
A thorough turbine model experiment is suggested to study the various characteristics of 
the new turbine system. This includes accurate measurements of turbine efficiency, 
determination of turbine characteristic curves such as efficiency versus power, efficiency 
versus discharge, efficiency versus speed. A complete hill chart for the new turbine should be 
obtained to represent its performance. The turbine characteristics and economy under the 
operation modes of flexible speed and fixed speed should be compared and evaluated. In 
addition, the unique outflow form of the new turbine also requires the information on the 
relationship between turbine efficiency and outflow water flush shape. Field application is an 
essential stage of the new turbine development. Field data can be collected for various aspects 
of turbine characteristics as outlined above. The availability of sufficient data from model 
experiment and field application as well as numerical simulation can provide us information to 
improve the turbine design method. 
3. Turbine applicability range 
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This step is important because it provides us with the applicability range of the Kao 
turbine system and prevents it from being used under unfavorable conditions. Due to the lack 
of adequate data on turbine characteristics, this study cannot provide this information. With 
sufficient experiment measurements and field data, the new turbine can be compared with 
conventional turbines in terms of reduced parameters such as unit speed and unit discharge as 
well as specific speed. The comparison and the accumulated experience on the conventional 
turbines can shed light on the applicability range of the new turbine system in terms of 
applicable head and discharge. 
4. Investigation of environmental and ecological mitigation 
This study only gave a qualitative assessment on the functionality of the new updraft 
turbine to enhance tailrace water quality and to minimize fish injury and mortality in turbine 
flow passage. Quantitative analysis is suggested for the investigation of the environmental and 
ecological mitigation effects of this new system. This can be pursued in such directions as 
seeking the optimal balance between turbine efficiency, residual kinetic energy and the 
improvement of tailrace water quality, measuring fish survivability in the turbine flow passage, 
and developing biological criteria for the new turbine system design. 
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APPENDIX A 
CREATION OF BLADE SURFACE USING l-DEAS 
The following actions in I-DEAS can create a blade surface. 
1. Select the environment of mode Simulation and module Master Modeler. 
2. Click Workplane Appearance on the toolbar. Select Cylindrical Coordinates in the 
pop-up window, adjust other related settings, and then click OK. 
3. Click 3D Points on the toolbar. 
4. Press the mouse right button, and select Key In from the pop-up menu. 
5. Enter the r, 6\ z coordinates of the surface control points. 
6. After finishing, click the middle mouse button. 
7. Click Fit Surface to Points on the toolbar. 
8. Press the mouse right button, and select Matrix of Points in the pop-up list. 
9. Press the mouse right button, and select Options in the pop-up list. 
10. Select Fitting Accuracy (Fit Plane/Low/Medium/High/Exact) in the pop-up window, 
and then click OK. 
11. While holding down the Shift key, select the control points for the first wireframe. 
12. After selecting all the control points for the first wireframe, click the mouse middle 
button. 
13. While holding down the Shift key, select the control points for other wireframes. Note 
that the number of control points for each wireframe must be the same. 
14. After selecting control points for all wireframes, click the mouse middle button. IDEAS 
will generate the blade surface. 
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APPENDIX B 
AUTOMATIC GRID GENERATION USING l-DEAS 
The following actions in I DEAS can generate surface shells. 
1. Select the environment of mode Simulation and module Meshing. 
2. Have the surfaces to be meshed appear in the Graphics window. 
3. Click Create FE Model on the toolbar. 
4. Select the surfaces to be meshed in the Graphics window. 
5. If necessary, specify the FE Model Name in the pop-up window. 
6. Click OK. 
7. Click Define Shell Mesh on the toolbar (Define Solid Mesh for meshing volumes). 
8. Pick the Surfaces to be meshed. If more than one surfaces are to be picked, hold down 
the Shift key. 
9. Click the mouse middle button after all surfaces have been picked. 
10. In the pop-up window, Define Mesh Type (Free/Mapped), Element Length, Element 
Family, and Element type. Further control on meshing is available by specifying 
meshing options under Free Options / Mapped Options. 
11. Click OK. 
12. Click Shell Mesh on the toolbar. 
13. Pick the surfaces to be meshed. Click the mouse middle button when finishing. I DEAS 
will generate the mesh, and display them in the Graphics window. 




COLLABORATION BETWEEN l-DEAS AND STAR-CD 
The following procedure imports the grids generated by I-DEAS into Star-CD. 
1. In I DEAS, generate the mesh to be exported. 
2. Make sure the environment is mode Simulation and module Meshing. 
3. Select File / Export from the pull-down menu. 
4. Select I-DEAS Simulation Universal File in the pop-up window. 
5. Click OK. 
6. In the Export Universal File window, give the File Name for exporting, and select the 
FE model to be exported. 
7. Click the FE Entities button. 
8. In the pop-up window, select Nodes and Elements in the FE Model Dependent list, 
and select Coordinate Systems in the FE Model Independent list. Then Click OK. 
9. Click OK in the Export Universal File window. 
10. Activate the Easy-GUI window of Star-CD. 
11. Click Creating and Importing Grids. 
12. Click Importing Grids. 
13. In the Importing Grids window, set Format to Ideas, specify Vertex Offset and Cell 
Offset, and select the name of the Universal File to be imported. 
14. Click the Import Grid button. The grids will be imported into Star-CD. 
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APPENDIX D 
USER SUBROUTINES FOR INCORPORATION OF GRAVITY AND 
SPECIFICATION OF PRESSURE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
In flow computation using Star-CD, the effects of the gravitational force need to be 
explicitly incorporated. The source code of subroutine SORMOM, as given later in this 
appendix, must be stored in subdirectory ufile and named sormom.f. After that, the following 
procedure incorporates the effects of the gravitational force into CFD flow simulation. 
1. In the Modules / Control window of Prostar, select Yes for Momentum Source User 
Subroutine; 
2. In the Modules / Property window, set GZ = 9.806, Reference Density = density of 
water. 
3. Reply yes when being asked if you have user subroutines in Starlink. 
The specification of non-uniform pressure distribution over the outlet boundary of the 
computation domain also requires a user subroutine. The subroutine BCDEFP of which the 
source code is given later in this appendix, must be stored in subdirectory ufile and named 
bcdefp.f. After that, the following procedure can enforce the user-specified pressure boundary 
condition. 
1. In the Tools / Boundary Tool window of Prostar, click the Edit Regions button. 
2. In the Edit Regions window, highlight pressure boundary region. 
3. Select user under User Option 
4. Click the Apply button. 




C Source-term for momentum 
C 






INCLUDE 1 us rdat.inc' 
DIMENSION SCALAR(50) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT12(001) , ICTID ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT03 (001) , CON ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT03(006), G1 ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT03(007), G2 ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT03(008), G3 ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT03(019), VOLP ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(001), CP ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(002), DEN ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(003), ED ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(005), PR ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(008), TE ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(009), SCALAR(01) ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(059), U ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(060), V ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(061), W ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(062), VISM ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(063), VIST ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(007), T ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(067), X ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(068), Y ) 
EQUIVALENCE( UDAT04(069), Z ) 
This subroutine enables the user to specify the momentum source 
term (per unit volume) in linearised form: 
Source in x direction = S1U-S2U*U, (N/m3) 
Source in y direction = S1V-S2V*V, (N/m3) 
Source in z direction = S1W-S2W*W, (N/m3) 
in an arbitray manner. 
** Parameters to be returned to STAR: S1U,S2U,S1V,S2V,S1W,S2W, 
<< Gravity in negative z-direction >> 
S1W=-DEN*9.806 
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<< End of addon >> 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BCDEFP(UB, VB, PR, TE,ED,T,SCALAR,TURINT) 
C Boundary conditions definition for pressure boundaries 
C * . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 






















































This subroutine enables the user to specify the conditions at 
PRESSURE boundaries for PR,TE,ED,T,SCALAR. 
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